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Abstract
An investigation has been undertaken to address the goal set by the CEE Technical committee
TC8-04: "To investigate the state of adaptation of the visual system when comparing soft-copy
images on self-luminous displays and hard copy images viewed under various ambient lighting
conditions"
A set of psychophysical experiments have been conducted for the determination of corresponding
colors between printed stimuli under CIE Illuminant D50 simulators and CRT displayed stimuli
with a D93 white point. The experiments were completed with 15 observers and 6 different
viewing conditions. Analysis was completed to quantify any systematic effects of viewing
configuration and to identify the extent to which existing adaptation and appearance models can
predict the results. After examining a number of adaptation transforms, preliminary results
showed how a simple von Kries type adaptation transform provided the best predictions for all
conditions while subsequent iterations of the von Kries transform using simple ratios between the
adapting and ambient illuminants improved upon these results. The results also indicated how the
CIECAM97s model, given certain conditions, could provide results equal to or better than the von
Kries model.
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1 . Introduction
We have long been using basic colorimetry to identify whether two colors, given certain
viewing conditions, are a match to one another. For many years basic colorimetry has
proven a very useful and accurate tool for identifying simple matches under
straightforward viewing conditions. Advanced colorimetry on the other hand is a more
complex form of colorimetry used to identify the appearance of one color or another in a
given, usually more complex, surrounding. Unfortunately, however, neither basic nor
advanced colorimetry can actually predict color appearance, and certainly not in the more
complex viewing conditions often encountered. For example, when an identical hardcopy
reproduction is made of a hardcopy original, basic colorimetry can determine whether the
two are a match or not under given illumination by simply comparing the CIE tristimulus
values of each. But if the reproduction were to be produced on a CRT display, a device
having completely different color reproduction characteristics, colorimetry, although able
to describe the color of each would not be able to predict whether the two matched to a
human observer or not even if the viewing environments were identical. It is for this
reason that color appearance models exist with the aim ofpredicting what the color is
perceived to be and subsequently whether a perceived match is achievable.
A number of such appearance models have been developed, ranging from the most
complex, predicting a whole array of appearance attributes, to the more basic, predicting
simpler more common appearance attributes. Some of the more commonly used models
include CIELAB, Hunt's model, Nayatani's model and RLAB, to name but a few, all of
which have their own merits and weaknesses. The issue then was the question ofwhich
one to use. It was not long before industry started directing this question towards the CIE.
The response came with the formation of the CIE Technical Committee TCI -34, Testing
Color Appearance Models, to test and analyze as many appearance models as possible
and to then put forward a proposal for a single standard model. Out of this work came
CIECAM97s, a simple color appearance model for general use, a model having roots in
many of the previously published appearance models. Unfortunately though the work of
the committee was limited to the color appearance of surface colors and did not include
the color appearance of self-luminous colors, aperture colors or comparisons between
different media or modes of appearance. It was thus necessary for more work to be
undertaken to address one or more of these different applications of appearance models.
One such ongoing issue resulting from this is the need to extend the practical utility of
color appearance models from strictly controlled laboratory settings to the types of
viewing conditions encountered by typical users. It is for this reason the CIE founded the
new Technical Committee TC8-04 Adaptation underMixed Illumination Conditions. It
was established to address some of the issues that the previous CIE Technical
Committees were unable to address for one reason or another. In particular the main aim
of this committee is to investigate the state of adaptation of the visual system when
comparing soft-copy images on self-luminous displays and hard copy images viewed
under various ambient lighting conditions. Part of the CIE TC 8-04's goal is to gather a
variety of data sets with the intention of evaluating these results in new, existing and
varied ways and ultimately suggesting improvements for the current CIECAM97s
appearance model. The final aim of the CIE is to publish a technical report detailing
results along with some recommendations for obtaining such appearance matches in
practical settings.
It is in direct relation to this work that this research is undertaken. It is the aim of this
project to contribute to existing knowledge of appearance in a cross-media color
reproduction environment and further the work of the CIE. It will be conducted under the
guidelines of the CIE TC 8-04 committee and will provide necessary input in terms of
experimental results, data analysis and suggestions for appearance model improvements,
which can be used for further analysis and subsequent recommendations within the
realms of the CIE.
2. Background
For a number ofyears now, many have used a softcopy device to reproduce the
appearance of a hardcopy original. This is nothing new, nor is the mixed extent to which
this has been accomplished successfully. But one thing is for sure and that is all
successful appearance matches have been performed under strictly controlled viewing
environments. Inherently such settings will not allow for any changes in viewing
conditions without affecting the perceived match between the original and reproduction.
What is new, nevertheless, is the desire to identify not only how appearance matching can
be achieved in a more typical working environment but also how it can be modeled.
There are a number of key issues that must be addressed for such a cross-media
reproduction system to be successful. These include, but are not limited to the physical
differences between the media, necessary colorimetric characterization of input and
output devices, gamut issues and the imaging process itself. But presuming we are able to
control all of the issues we can use colorimetry to identify color matches. That is, if the
tristimulus values of a stimulus are identical to those of a second stimulus, an average
observer, with normal color vision, will observe a color match. Unfortunately however
there is still a problem. Even if two stimuli match colorimetrically, the actual appearance
of the two may not, a problem most prevalent in cross-media reproduction.
Initially, many felt color management systems would provide the solution to all the
unanswered questions. For a while color management was a buzzword where the user
was lead to believe that all one needed to do to achieve consistent color through out an
entire workflow was to profile and calibrate. The idea was simple: calibrate every device
in the system and make individual profiles to describe these devices. Then let the color
management system control the color from one device to the other using the profiles. In
fact the idea was too simple and one soon realized that although good in theory, it did not
tend to hold up in practice. Numerous reasons can be stated as to why the theory did not
hold up, but perhaps one of the more important reasons is that they were designed around
the concepts ofbasic colorimetry and never really considered appearance attributes.
Producing the colors on a monitor colorimetrically identical to those on a hardcopy
output will not mean that the colors look identical. Another reason is that such systems
only tended to work somewhat successfully under very controlled conditions which were
hard to maintain and very impractical.
This point brings us back to the use of color appearance models to predict what other
methods have failed to, i.e., the appearance of colors across different media under
different viewing conditions. We know that some form ofmodel can be used to predict
almost anything, and color appearance is no exception. But the problem in this case is
that a model cannot predict what is not known. The evaluation of soft copy images under
mixed chromatic adaptation has not been fully evaluated as of yet. For this reason it
cannot be stated how well existing color appearance models can predict these types of
appearance or how they can be modified to do so.
2.1 Terminology
It is perhaps useful to mention the terminology of appearance now in particular terms
relating to adaptation. Although pretty standard the terms often get interchanged and
confused by many.
Color Appearance: The aspect ofvisual perception by which things are recognized by
their
color.3
Corresponding color stimuli: Pairs of color stimuli that look alike when one is seen in one
set of adaptation conditions and the other is seen in a different
set.3
Chromatic Adaptation: Changes in the visual system that approximately compensate for
changes in the spectral quality of
illumination.3
Light Adaptation: changes in the visual system that approximately compensate for
changes in the level of illumination.
Partial Adaptation: Also known as incomplete adaptation, is when the degree to which
the visual system can eliminate the effects of changes in illumination through chromatic
adaptation is not complete. (Such as when an incandescent chromaticity (CIE illuminant
A) retains its yellow appearance when produced on a CRT display.
Mixed Adaptation: When two or more illuminants are contributing to the full or partially
adaptation of the visual system. (An example ofmixed adaptation to three illuminants is
when viewing a CRT display in a fully illuminated room having a window.)
2.2 Literature Review
Studying the appearance of colors displayed on CRT devices is nothing new and has been
attempted, with varying degrees of success, by a wide range ofpeople. An overview of
this work can provide the status of the current situation as well as an insight to the
direction in which further work can be focused. The relevant work can be classed into the
broad category of color appearance but encompasses many distinct subjects such as
general color appearance issues, soft-copy hard-copy appearance comparisons, adaptation
transforms and color appearance models. For this reason an extensive literature review
was performed to gain a clearer understanding of the subject in general and to address
key issues to be addressed. A number of relevant works have been reviewed and critiqued
throughout the duration of this work. The literature review was by no means exhaustive
but it is hoped that the most relevant articles were included. Those articles that proved
most informative are thus discussed.
2.21 CrossMediaAppearance andMixedAdaptation Review
Cross media reproduction is concerned with reproducing images, initially presented in
one environment, in the same or alternative environment. One of the most typical
applications of cross-media reproduction is the reproduction of an original image on a
monitor display, or the reproduction of an image in hard-copy format where the original
was produced on a monitor display. The goal of such systems is to preserve as best as
possible the color appearance of the original.
Katoh,
"
in particular, has performed much research and published many articles
concerning, among other things, the affect of ambient light and the affect of chromatic
adaptation on the appearance ofCRT colors. Some of his earlier work looked at the effect
of ambient light on the color appearance of softcopy images using psychophysical
experiments. For the analysis a typical office environment, comprising a computer
graphic monitor with a correlated color temperature (CCT) of 9300 K used under an
ambient F6 fluorescent illumination of4150 K CCT. Katoh's conclusion is that the
human observers are partially adapted to the white point of the monitor and partially to
the ambient light. Evaluating this mixed chromatic adaptation, Katoh went on to indicate
that the human visual system is 60% adapted to the monitor's white point and 40% to
ambient light when viewing softcopy images. Overall this work provides a good
grounding on which further research can be based.
But although much work has been written in relation to color appearance only a small





are considered the most relevant. Ofuse
to this current investigation is an article by Braun et
al.18
that investigates color
appearance models by analyzing viewing techniques. A total of five techniques are
examined using a number of criteria and memory matching is identifying as the one most
suitable for the comparison of softcopy images with hardcopy images. As well as
identifying which methods were most useful, points were given as to how these methods
could be further improved. The authors also presented possible ideas for future work, in
particular looking at the effect of image content, as well as further studying the memory
matching method under more viewing conditions and over a wider array of appearance
models. The fact that the article showed different results for each of the methods would
certainly be of interest to those wishing to perform any type of cross-media comparisons.
A more interesting article looks at cross-media color appearance using pictorial images, a
task a lot harder to accomplish than it sounds. Braun and
Fairchild17
develop a method for
the generation of appearance data that can be used to test both existing and future
versions of color appearance models. This was accomplished by asking observers to
adjust CRT images, using certain tools in Photoshop, to match originals over two
different media (hardcopy and softcopy), under various viewing conditions, with different
adaptation times. The results of these adjustment matches were then tested against
matches predicted by a number of color appearance models using a paired comparison
psychophysical experiment. In the results it was shown how the observers were able to
accurately match a CRT reproduction with either a CRT or hardcopy original. It was also
shown how these matched images were deemed a better match to the original than those
predicted by any of the existing tested appearance models. In conclusion, two important
points can be taken from this article, firstly it is possible to derive independent color
appearance data for testing appearance models and secondly, and more importantly, there
is still a lot more work that can be done to improve the accuracy of appearance models.
Nevertheless this work still leaves much more to focus upon, as
Katoh9
himselfpoints
out, softcopy images viewed under mixed chromatic adaptation have not yet been
evaluated.
We know that appearance matching between hardcopy and softcopy images will be
affected by the surround conditions under which it is viewed. Specifically, the perceived
brightness contrast of an image changes depending on whether the image is viewed under
a dim or a dark surround. In most matching experiments, a dark surround is used but
because this set-up does not reflect normal working conditions the proposed experiment
will also assess appearance matching in more normal surrounds.
Therefore it is the aim of this project is to undertake experiments looking at the effect of
mixed adaptation as well as incomplete adaptation. Incomplete adaptation refers to the
10
human visual system's adaptation to the monitor and compensates for the fact that, even
in a completely dark surround, the human will not totally adapt to the monitors white
point. The mixed adaptation refers to the human visual systems adaptation to a white
point when two or more types of illumination are encountered. In general some form of
ratio between the two illuminants is used.
In one of the more recent articles by
Katoh,4
he continues his research into the subject of
appearance of softcopy images by looking at the effect of ambient light. In particular a
new adaptation model, S-LMS (softcopy LMS), is proposed to compensate for mixed
chromatic adaptation. The model, a three-stage von-Kries type transformation,
compensates for contrast difference, incomplete and mixed adaptation. Visual
experiments, performed at varying luminance levels were used to test the model. Katoh
again emphasizes the findings indicating that, when the luminance levels of the hard copy
and softcopy are the same, the human visual system is 60% adapted to the monitor's
white point and 40% to the ambient light, findings echoing an earlier article of
his.8
Additionally he states that the adaptation ratio is independent of the CCT of the monitor
white point, independent of the luminance levels of ambient light and independent of
image content. In the experiments he placed no time restrictions on the comparisons of
the images. In the last part of the experiment, Katoh goes on to explain that when
softcopy to softcopy comparisons are made the preferred adaptation ratio is again 60%
adapted to the monitors white point and 40% adapted to the ambient light. Finally, Katoh
11
concludes that the use of his S-LMS model produced far better reproductions than
CIEXYZ or CIELAB matched images.
Again, as with
Katoh'
s other published work, this will prove to be a fairly good starting
point upon which further work can based, especially looking at whether a time delay
factor would give different states of chromatic adaptation, and thus alter the results
significantly.
In a somewhat related article by Fairchild &
Reniff9
which involved looking at the time
course for chromatic adaptation through experimentation, they found measurable trends.
This article continues on from previous research identifying the time course of
adaptation, and extends previous findings by taking a closer, more detailed look at the
time course of sensory chromatic adaptation. By looking at chromatic adaptation between
colors at constant luminance, one of the variables, namely light adaptation, is removed.
Overall they showed that there are two mechanisms for chromatic adaptation, an initial
rapid mechanism in the order of a few seconds, and a second somewhat slower
mechanism in the order of a minute. Although it was pointed out that the time adaptation
from one observer to another was shown to vary, in general, 40%-60% adaptation is
reached within a few seconds, 95% adaptation is reached after approximately 82 to 100
seconds, while complete adaptation is reached in just under 2 minutes. One cannot help
wondering ifKatoh's experiments were merely re-emphasizing these findings, a point
that Katoh himself raised. It is for this reason that the proposed experiments will include
12
an adaptation time delay factor so that this adaptation ratio can at least be taken into
consideration, if not further quantified.
2.22 ColorAppearance and the CIE
The CIE is primarily focused upon issuing standards and guidelines related to many areas
of color research. This is achieved through the use of technical committees. The technical
activities ofCIE are carried out under the responsibility of seven divisions each covering
one sector of light and lighting. Each division establishes Technical Committees (TC's) to
carry out the technical program of the division. Color appearance is just one of the many
areas covered. Color appearance models have widely been recognized as a critical
component in successful cross-media reproduction systems for over a decade now. The
popularity and continuous need for such models was illustrated by the strong requests
from industry for the CIE to recommend a single practical model resulting in the
formulation ofCIECAM97s and the later formation ofCIE Division 8 - Imaging
Technology to study ongoing issues. One example of this involves extending the practical
utility of color appearance models from strictly controlled laboratory settings to the types
of viewing conditions encountered by typical users. This type of need is what prompted
the formulation ofTC8-04 to study the state ofvisual adaptation when comparing
hard-
copy and soft-copy displays
in environments with normal ambient illumination.
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Out of another CIE technical committee, TCI -27, came the CIE Guidelines for
Coordinated Research on Evaluation ofColor Appearance Models for Reflection Print
and Self-Luminous Display Image
Comparisons.19
This report provides the basic
guidelines for undertaking experiments with the aim of assessing the extent to which
appearance models can be used to predict the appearance ofvisual matches between self-
luminous displays and reflection print images. As is the intent and purpose, the guidelines
are an excellent source of information, providing the reader with an overall view ofwhat
needs to be done, how it should be accomplished and some of the pitfalls to watch out
for. Everything is accounted for, experimental set-up, image content, viewing conditions,
psychophysical technique and data analysis among others. This article should certainly be
used, if only briefly, as a check when undertaking any similar kind of research.
In the subsequent report on the same subject, An Update on Color Appearance Model
Evaluation for Hardcopy/Softcopy Image Comparison,
Alessi20
provides an update on the
work that has been performed by research groups evaluating color appearance models for
hardcopy-softcopy image comparisons. In total, the results of six researchers are
summarized. Of the six experiments conducted, two were image-matching experiments,
three were forced choice experiments and one was a feed forward neural network
experiment. The results presented have shown that in the case of appearance matches
across media but with identical viewing conditions, appearance models are not needed.
Furthermore the results have shown that when the viewing conditions change, it is
14
required that some form of appearance model be used to predict this change in
appearance. The research however is inconclusive because the results are inconsistent
with one another. A specific appearance model will perform well in one experiment but
poorly in another. This in itselfwould indicate that there is still some way to go before
the appearance of softcopy-hardcopy comparisons is fully explained, especially under
mixed adaptation viewing conditions.
There are in fact many CIE Technical Committees out ofwhich useful research comes
that can all be related in some way or another to color appearance. It would be beyond the
scope of this report to brief all such works, but it is not to say that these findings have not
been taken into account.
15
3. Adaptation Transforms
Adaptation transforms can be considered the backbone of all color appearance models
regardless of whether they are simple or most complex. The accuracy of the white point
mapping performed by these models is crucial to the final results of the appearance
model. A number ofmodels exist to try and predict adaptation. These range from simple
general brightness adaptation transforms such as those based on simple uniform color
spaces, or adaptation transforms that are based on the normalization of cone responses, to
more complex chromatic adaptation transforms inherent in color appearance models that
take into consideration numerous appearance factors. Brief overviews of the models
tested in this report are given below.
3.1 SingleAdaptation Transforms
In the context of this research, when referring to single adaptation transforms, one is
assuming that the observer is only adapted to one viewing illuminant for each imaging
device and subsequently is the only illuminant incorporated into the adaptation transform.
This is not entirely true in all cases. When using single adaptation transforms in a
cross-
media environment, two illuminants will be used, one for the forward part of the
adaptation transform and another for the reverse part of the adaptation transform.
16
3.11 CIELAB Adaptation Transform
The CIELAB adaptation transform simply converts the tristimulus values of a stimulus in
one condition to the corresponding tristimulus values in the second condition by
normalizing to the white points of each condition. Figure 3.1 illustrates this transform
where Xni, Yni, Zi are the relative tristimulus values of the white point for the first
viewing condition and Xn2, Yn2, Z2 are those of the second viewing condition.
[X, Y, Zj -> [L a b] -> [X2 Y2 Z2]
A A
Ll = 116(Yl/Ynl)Al/3-16
al = 500[(Xl/Xnl)Al/3 - (Y/Ynl)Al/3]
bl = 200[(Yl/Ynl)Al/3 - (Z/Znl)Al/3]
X2 = Xn2 * [((L + 16)/116) + 3/500^3
Y2 = Yn2*[(L + 16)/116h3
Z2 = Xn2 * [((L + 16)/116)
- b/500h3
Figure 3.1: CIELAB Adaptation Transform
Although CIELAB can work in certain conditions, most would not consider CIELAB as
an accurate adaptation transformation because the tristimulus values are not first reduced
to cone responses. Additionally to this, because its intent is to be a uniform color space,
it is completely incapable of predicting hue, cannot account for luminance effects nor can
it consider surround effects, which become very important when considering appearance
matches in cross-media color reproduction. But in conditions where the illumination
17
between the two adapted conditions is somewhat similar and not too far from daylight
there is no harm in using it as an initial predictor of color appearance from which to
compare subsequent models.
3.12 von Kries TypeAdaptation Transform
The von Kries adaptation transform can often be found incorporated in virtually most
modern adaptation transforms. The von Kries adaptation transform is based on scaling
the cone signals to the prevailing illuminant. As shown in figure 3.2 it first converts
tristimulus values into cone responses, then transforms the cone responses of the first
condition into the cone responses of the second condition using the LMS values of the
white points of each viewing condition, and finally converts back out of cone responses
to tristimulus values. A von Kries type adaptation transform in many cases has proven to
be accurate in the prediction of visual data especially when the first and second viewing
conditions have similar white points. However there are also circumstances when the
accuracy of the model is lacking, such as when mixed adaptation occurs or when the
nature of the surround influences adaptation. In conditions such as these it is possible to
improve upon the basic von Kries transform by incorporating the adapting as well as
either surround or ambient illumination into the model and then using a ratio factor to
identify the state of adaptation to each. In the example given here the
Hunt-Pointer-
Estevez matrix is used for the conversion between XYZ tristimulus values and cone
18
responses. Although von Kries explained his adaptation transform he never formulated a
numerical
example.1


























was built to be a simple improvement of CIELAB
and as such has some advantages in its use. Based on CIELAB the model utilizes a well
known and used color space while providing a more accurate adaptation transform for
determining corresponding colors. The RLAB model, just like a von Kries adaptation
transform, incorporates the cone responses, but includes the added advantage of being
able to predict incomplete adaptation when required and take into consideration the
surround conditions. The major advantage it poses over CIELAB is its ability to predict
appearance matches for daylight as well as non-daylight illuminants.



































Figure 3.3: RLAB Adaptation Transform
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3.14 LLAB Adaptation Transform
The LLAB adaptation
transform23
incorporates the Bradford adaptation transform derived
by Lam and
Riggs.1
It is somewhat similar to the RLAB model again based upon
CIELAB, incorporating a range of appearance effects while trying to maintain simplicity.
The adaptation transform is an adjusted von Kries type transform in which the short-
wavelength sensitive cone signals are subjected to an adaptation-dependent non linearity,
while the middle and long-wavelength sensitive cone signals are subject to a simple von
Kries
transform.24
It is somewhat useful for predicting cross-media appearance matches
for it allows for the distinction between complete and incomplete adaptation, by means of
a D factor, as well as giving consideration to the surround conditions.
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Figure 3.4: LLAB Adaptation Transform
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3.15 CIECAM97sAdaptation Transform
The CIECAM97s adaptation transform is perhaps the most important model available
today. Not because it lays claims to being the best available, (it doesn't, although it has
tried to incorporate the best elements of existing models) but because its development
came out of the desire to provide a single industry standard color appearance model.
While the final model can be attributed to the work ofmany, the adaptation transform is
primarily a revision of the Bradford adaptation transform. Tristimulus values are initially
normalized and converted to adjusted cone responses using a von Kries transform. From
here the incorporation of a D factor allows for the specification of incomplete adaptation
attributed to luminance levels and surround conditions. Additionally other such factors
including a background induction factor and background and chromatic brightness
induction factors. The resulting adapted signals are then transformed from the nonlinear
cone responses to the Hunt-Pointer-Estevez cone responses before final nonlinear
response compression is applied. The model is shown in figure 3.5 while a full
explanation of the CIECAM97s model and its recent iterations can be found in references
24 through 26.
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Figure 3.5: CIECAM97s Adaptation Transform
3.16An Empiricalfit ofa 3*3 Adaptation Transform
As a control of the experiment an empirical fit of a 3*3 adaptation transform can be
solved for each condition. The empirical fit can show how well an optimized transform
can perform for the given data sets. By deriving such a transform it can be seen how well
the tested adaptation transforms compare to the optimized fit.
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3.2MixedAdaptation Transforms
Mixed adaptation transforms are almost identical to single adaptation transforms except
for a slight but important difference. When using mixed adaptation transforms the model
is not just using one illuminant for the forward and reverse part of the transform but
instead allows for the incorporation of two or more illuminants for each half of the
model. That is, if you are viewing a CRT in a fully illuminated room and then comparing
the image with a hard copy reproduction viewed in a light booth it is possible to
incorporate all the white points in to the adaptation equation instead of just the white
point of the CRT and the white point of the booth.
3.21 von Kries Type MixedAdaptation Transform
An interesting enhancement to a simple von Kries type adaptation transform can be made
through the incorporation of a factor accounting for mixed adaptation. It is not always
accurate to use a single white point in an adaptation transform when in real life numerous
sources could contribute to the observer's state of adaptation. This could include the
target white point (for the forward part of the model in this case), the surround white
point and the ambient white point, which in itself can constitute one or more white points.
The simplest way to account for mixed adaptation, is to incorporate a ratio factor between
all of the white points one wishes to include in either the forward or the reverse part of
the model. This is incorporated at the stage of the transform where tristimulus values and
transformed to cone responses and
vice-versa. Figure 3.6 shows the simplicity of the
24
procedure for the forward part of the model, the trick of course is to decide exactly what
ratios to use.
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Figure 3.6: Partial von Kries type mixed adaptation transform
This same ratio method can also be incorporated into any other adaptation transform in
the same way. Although only two white points have been used for each of the ratios
shown here, the possibilities are unlimited and can be tailored to suit differing
circumstances. The other point to note is that the ratio used for the forward part of the
model is unlikely to be the same ratio used for the reverse part of the model. But again, is
the initial choice of these adaptation ratios that can determine the success or failure of the
model. In this work, the aim is to determine the optimal adaptation ratios, and thus the





For some time now Katoh has been concerned with the effect of ambient illuminant on
the appearance of softcopy images. Out of this work a new adaptation model,
S-LMS
(softcopy LMS), was proposed to compensate for mixed chromatic adaptation. It is the
only model so far that accounts for such mixed adaptation. The model, a three
stage
Von-
Kries type transformation, compensates for contrast difference, incomplete and mixed
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The environment in which the experiment was conducted allowed for cross media image
comparisons between hard copy and soft copy devices to be displayed, observed,
adjusted, and evaluated.
4.11 Configuration ofFacilities
The experiment was performed in a specialized room designed for cross-media image
comparisons. This room currently exists within theMCSL facilities and is known as the
ColorModeling Laboratory. The room is designed with neutral paint to control the state
of adaptation and minimize flare reflected off the CRT face. The illumination in the room
is quite flexible with 8 independently switched fluorescent fixtures. These were
configured with CIE Illuminant D50 simulators to control the correlated color
temperature and the number of tubes activated was used to control the luminance level.
Printed stimuli were viewed in a small (GTI Soft-View) light booth that matches the D50
ambient illumination. A
21"
Sony Trinitron controlled by an Apple Macintosh G3 system
was used for the CRT display.
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4.12 Controlled Viewing Conditions
A single monitor device was used, which was set up with a 9300K CCT white-point. The
luminance of the CRT's white point was set at the maximum possible luminance, 62.4
cd/m (while still allowing for accurate colorimetric characterization and optimal image
quality). The hardcopy was viewed in a booth set up with CEE Illuminant D50 simulators
at a luminance of 61.6
cd/m2
to closely match that of the CRT display. The D50
simulators are designed to correspond to daylight with a CCT of 5,003 K. The D50
stimulators were also used for the ambient illumination of the room, having a luminance
of 64.1 cd/m . When the ambient illumination was not used the luminance of the room
dropped to 0.95
cd/m2
accounting for the flare from the monitor and the booth. The
PR-
704 was used for all white point measurements either directly from the CRT, the
hardcopy or from a halon tablet for the ambient illumination.
The neutral 9300K CCT background of the softcopy image provided the reference
white-
point for the CRT while the white substrate provided the reference white-point for the
hardcopy. In this case, the chromaticities of the white-point for the softcopy and the
hardcopy were not the same. This allows for the testing of different color spaces and
chromatic adaptation transforms across different color temperatures. The white
background of the hardcopy illuminated in either the viewing booth or in the illuminated
room was used to specify the chromaticity of the adapting stimulus of the reflection print.
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4.13 Monitor and Printer Characterization
It goes without saying that optimal device characterization is a must if the results of the
experiment are going to be of any value. Both the monitor and the printer were
characterized and calibrated to their optimal settings. In this particular instance a PR-704
was used to measure both the monitor and the hardcopy print during the set-up of the
experiment. Each observer match was also directly measured. For this reason device
characterization was not found to be an issue.
4.14 Gamut
For all intents and purposes, the gamut of the monitor and the hard copy output device





The test image consisted of a simple 9x9 array of square patches on a white background.
Hard copy images were produced using a
Kodak 8670 PS thermal printer, approximately
10 x 8 inches, at a resolution of 150dpi. For the hard copy output, the main aim was to
choose a device that was capable of reproducing the color gamut of the monitor. The
softcopy version was
displayed on the CRT monitor at 72dpi. This allowed for the
softcopy image to be
displayed at the same size as the hard copy image. Each patch
subtends a visual angle of approximately
2
and is separated by
1
at a viewing distance
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of approximately 50-60cm's. This configuration served to provide a simple stimulus that
can be adjusted (on a patch-by-patch basis) on the CRT display to match the appearance
of the printed stimuli in the various viewing configurations. The simple-patch
configuration also minimizes any errors due to device characterization since the printed
patches can be directly measured. The 9 test colors consist of 3 skin tones and 3 grays of
various luminance factors (to allow for measurement of image-contrast effects) and 3
colors, including the important memory colors sky blue and grass green. Figure 4.1
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The aim of the work was to focus upon cross-media matching and for this reason
softcopy
- hardcopy comparisons were made. The following table gives the 6 viewing
configurations investigated and compared in the psychophysical experiments:
Condition
1 2 3 4 5 6
Print Environment
Ambient Illumination On or Off On Off On Off On Off
Psychophysical Technique
Successive/ Simultaneous Succ. Succ. Succ. Succ. Sim. Sim.
Adaptation Time Delay
(1 Minute) lmin. lmin. None None None None
Table 4.1. Experimental Configurations
The six viewing configurations consisted of an experimental design with three variables
(print environment, psychophysical technique, and delay), each at two different levels
with all of the meaningful combinations. The print environment was either in the viewing
booth with a dark surround (ambient lights off) or in the viewing booth within a fully
illuminated room (at the same luminance and correlated color temperature). The CRT
was always viewed in the same way as the booth with the ambient on or off depending of
the print environment. The ambient flare of the CRT was not accounted for because the
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measurements were made just as viewed by the observers. The psychophysical technique
was either simultaneous matching (both print and CRT visible) in a side-by-side
arrangement or successive matching in which only one display was visible at a time
(most likely at right angles to one another with a dividing partition). For the successive
technique, the influence of an adaptation time delay was also investigated. A sixty-second
delay is often used in research studies to allow nearly complete adaptation to each
display. However, this delay is rarely used in practical situations. Thus, the successive
experiments were completed both with and without the sixty-second adaptation periods
prior to judgments or adjustments. In accordance to the CIE
guidelines18
for such
experiments, the experimental design defines the reflection print as the reference original
and the CRT monitor must be altered to match that reflection print original.
4.22 MatchingMethod
Two types ofmatching were employed, simultaneous and successive. The observer was
presented with a hardcopy original displayed in the viewing booth. This image was
constant throughout the duration of the experiment. The observer was also presented with
a soft copy version of the same image, displayed on the CRT. The experiment was set up
so that the illumination from the viewing booth is not reflected in to the CRT and vise
versa. For all matches, the observer was asked to initially select one patch and to adjust
three sliders on the monitor, one for hue, one for chroma and one for lightness, until they
felt they had made a softcopy
match to the hardcopy original. All of the target patches
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were matched in this way. The starting point for the monitor patches was a neutral gray,
identical to the gray of the adaptation screen which had chromaticities of x=0.32, y=0.32,
and Y=51.42. The whole process was repeated for a total of six times to account for each
of the six different viewing conditions. The interface for the experiment, built in DDL,
was able to record the RGB values of each of the resulting matches for each condition
along with observer details, for retrieval and analysis at a later date. The EDL code can be
found in Appendix 2.
4.23 Observer Instructions
At the onset of the experiment, observers were given an overview of the matching task.
In particular, they were shown how to change from the target screen to the adaptation
screen and how to adjust the sliders in order to change the color of a particular patch. In
the cases where the matches were made using a time delay, the observers were given
approximately a minute to adapt to the viewing conditions of the CRT and then the
viewing booth each time they changed their focus from one device to the other. Although
this part of the experiment proved to be a little tedious, it was not intended to assess
memory colors and for this reason the observers were encouraged to look back and forth
between the two images as often as needed so long as the adaptation time was adhered to.
The experiment was set up specifically so the observers could compare the images
equidistantly; the observer was positioned approximately 50-60 cm in front of either of
the images. The observer was instructed not to move the hardcopy image. In the case of
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the successive matching the images could not be viewed at the same time, this involved
toggling between the target and a neutral adaptation screen on the monitor and by using a
neutral mask over the hard-copy target when not being viewed. No time restrictions were
placed on the observers. The average time for observations was one hour. A copy of the
actual instructions can be found in Appendix 3
4.24 Observers
For the experiment 15 color normal observers participated. Of these observers the
majority included experienced observers fully capable ofmaking appearance matches.
The observers comprised of three females and twelve males who varied in age from 22 to
38. Each observer completed a total of six matches, one for each viewing condition.
Analysis across the 15 observers allows for evaluation of inter-observer variability.
Observer Sex Age Observer Sex Age Observer Sex Age
AXA M 24 JEG M 27 SAH F 23
DRW M 38 LAT M 24 SJP F 27
FHI M 32 MDF M 35 SQ M 28
GMJ M 25 PAS M 22 SRF M 23
HXK M 29 QS M 38 XXJ F 27
Table 4.2. Observer Demographics
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4.3 Data Collection andAnalysis Techniques
Because EDL was designed specifically to store the RGB values for each observers
matches, the data for each of these matches was recalled and displayed on the CRT so
that the spectral radiance of each patch could be measured. This was achieved using the
PR-704, whereby all measurements were made in the conditions in which they were
originally adjusted by the observer. The illuminated hardcopy original was also fully
characterized twice, once with just the illumination from the light booth and secondly
with the illumination from the room and the light booth. Because the test target was
comprised of colored patches, the measurements proved to be fairly straightforward
because of the uniformity of the patches. An analysis was completed to quantify any
systematic effects of the viewing configuration.
A comparison between the actual measured spectral radiance of the hardcopy and the
measured spectral radiance of the softcopy was performed for each observer's settings
under each combination of viewing condition and adaptation. The analysis was
performed as stated in the CIE
guidelines,8
whereby the spectral radiances were initially
reduced to absolute tristimulus values and luminance. This was performed by numerical
integration, weighting each measurement by the appropriate
2
CIE matching functions
from 380nm to 780nm in 2nm increments. These values were then multiplied by a
constant, 683 lumens/watt and the resulting X,Y,Z values were reduced to CLE x,y, and
absolute luminance values (cd/m2) using the white point Y-value as the reference white.
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It was then possible to average these results, from all observers. The statistical
significance of the deviation within intra observer was found.
The CIELAB and CIELUV values were also used to evaluate the accuracy by which
previously published chromatic adaptation transforms, in particular the CEECAM97s
color appearance model, can predict the adjusted appearance matches. A flow chart for



















Figure 4.2 Data flow for Adaptation Transform Analysis
Techniques for using CEECAM97s to model the results were recommended. On
completion of all testing and data analysis, final results and conclusions were then
submitted to the CIE TC 8-04 upon which further data analysis could be performed to
compare the given results against a variety of similar experiments.
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5. Results and Discussion
In the following chapter the results of the experiment are presented. As a recap, data for
each observer's matches were recalled from IDL and displayed on the CRT so that the
spectral radiance of each patch could be measured. The targets were measured under the
same conditions in which the original matches were made. Additionally the illuminated
hardcopy original was fully characterized in the two conditions in which it was viewed.
A comparison between the actual measured spectral radiance of the hardcopy and the
measured spectral radiance of the softcopy was made for each observer's settings under
each combination of viewing condition and adaptation. The analysis was performed as
stated in the CIE
guidelines,19
whereby the spectral radiances were initially reduced to
absolute tristimulus values and luminance. This was performed by numerical integration,
weighting each measurement by the appropriate CEE
2
color matching functions from
380nm to 780nm in 2nm increments. These values were then be multiplied by a constant,
683 lumens/watt. The resulting X,Y,Z values could then be reduced to CEE x,y, and
absolute luminance values (cd/m2) using the Y-value of the target white of the CRT as




As a way to gain an initial overview of the data a number of graphs were plotted to show
any underlying trends or any irregularities within the data. One of the best approaches
was to plot the spectral power distributions of the original hardcopy target as measured in
the booth with the adjusted targets as measured from the monitor for each color. At this
point it was decided to cut the data from the wavelength region greater than 740nm for
the graphs indicated too much noise in this region. Apart from this noise, the data looked
fine from these initial observations. Figure 5.1 shows the observed matches between soft-
copy and hard-copy target averaged over all viewing conditions. The remainder of the
analysis was performed with the spectral data spanning between 380nm and 740nm.
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Figure 5.1 Observed matches between soft-copy and hard-copy
target for all viewing conditions plotted as relative spectral power, S
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5.2 Data Trends - CIELAB Coordinates
For all of the targets, soft copy and hard copy, CIELAB coordinates were calculated
using the CEE
2
color matching functions showing observer derived matches. Figures 5.2




plot of the inter-observer soft-copy
matches for the hard-copy patches under each condition while Figures 5.5 through 5.6
show the data in terms of viewing condition and technique. These graphs are not only
good to look at the trends in the data but they are also good for spotting any outliers in
the data and as a check to see that the spectral data had been converted to CEE tristimulus
values and subsequent chromaticity values correctly. By looking at these results the
interesting, but perhaps expected, observation is the large variances in the data depending
on the particular target color in question. For example one can not help my notice how all




axis -being an achromatic color you





The spread across the
L*
axis is roughly the same for all colors and this is good
considering both conditions are plotted here and one is expecting the
L*
axis to show the
largest amount of variation when going from the condition with ambient illumination to
the condition without ambient illumination. For the remainder of the data, although the
spread is somewhat larger than ideal, it is perhaps indicative of such an experiment across
many individual observers.
One must finally bear in mind that the spread also looks very
large here because a comparison is being made between observed matches across
different media and are plotted before the incorporation of an adaptation transform.
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Figure 5.2 Observed matches between soft-copy and hard-copy
target for all viewing conditions plotted in terms of CEE
AL*- Aa*.
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Figure 5.3 Observed matches between soft-copy and hard-copy
target for all viewing conditions plotted in terms of CEE
AL*- Ab11
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Figure 5.4 Observed matches between soft-copy and hard-copy
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Figure 5.5 Observed matches between soft-copy and hard-copy target for all
viewing
conditions plotted in terms of CEE AL,
Aa* & Ab* by technique
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Figure 5.6 Observed matches between soft-copy and hard-copy target for all viewing
conditions plotted in terms of CEE AL,
Aa* & Ab* by ambient lighting conditions
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5.3 Observer Variability
For all observers the CIELAB deviations of the individual metameric matches were
calculated between the hard-copy and soft-copy target for the six viewing conditions.
These results were then averaged. Table 5.1 shows the spread of results is quite large.
AL Aa Ab
Min Max Av Min Max Av Min Max Av
Dark Brown -4.45 7.32 1.84 -0.23 14.43 7.56 -6.00 13.13 4.89
Medium Brown -9.71 10.60 0.61 7.43 22.23 14.43 -6.19 27.37 9.10
Light Brown -9.04 7.29 -1.90 18.59 34.28 24.76 5.91 30.72 16.90
Blue -4.52 10.30 2.75 -27.45 7.99 -7.21 3.55 36.50 19.57
Green -14.77 6.62 -1.30 9.44 39.23 22.34 -19.29 17.74 -0.42
Red -2.20 9.36 3.88 3.90 21.18 12.85 -8.08 18.40 4.61
Light Grey -9.39 1.98 -3.62 19.05 22.32 20.72 20.16 23.75 21.35
Medium Grey -10.57 6.98 -1.10 15.38 19.48 18.01 15.34 18.64 16.56
Dark Grey -5.79 16.41 4.37 11.16 14.79 13.67 9.76 13.89 11.35
Table 5.1 M[inimum, Maximum and Mean C]ELAB mit dev lation be :ween the
metameric matches, averaged over observers and viewing conditions.
By further converting these figures to AE*94 color differences with out implementing an
adaptation transform it is quite clear how, in certain circumstances, CIELAB units can
very much misrepresent
observed data. In all cases the observes can see a match between
the booth target and the monitor target but the AE*94 figures shown in table 5.2 are very
large. These figures will prove useful in determining the extent to which each of the
adaptation transforms can predict the observed results.
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Con. 1 Con. 2 Con.3 Con. 4 Con. 5 Con. 6
Dark Brown 6.43 5.26 5.80 7.76 6.59 8.64
Medium Brown 9.55 8.17 8.01 9.38 8.61 9.64
Light Brown 17.75 18.02 17.41 16.93 13.13 14.97
Blue 8.51 8.68 5.95 8.11 5.45 10.01
Green 14.26 12.54 13.59 13.05 9.74 12.55
Red 3.39 6.76 5.18 5.95 5.49 5.69
Light Grey 26.97 30.66 26.43 30.43 26.20 31.31
Medium Grey 21.34 24.80 21.37 24.68 21.20 24.69
Dark Grey 15.48 18.47 15.47 18.15 14.76 17.72
Average 15.61 16.91 15.04 17.04 14.31 17.04
Table 5.2 AE*94 color
condition before
difference results for each color under each
using any form of adaptation transform
These results do however show what one would expect. These differences are after all
just the computed CIELAB differences as derived using the CEE
2
color matching
functions. At this point no account has been taken for appearance attributes nor have any
models been tested to reduce these figures. The point to note here is that according to the
observer these are all matches but according to the CIELAB difference units the
differences are considered very high.
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To numerically see the measure of inter-observer variability, the mean color difference
from the mean
MCDM28
color match was calculated for each condition. The MCDM's
were calculated using CEE AE*ab and can be seen in table 5.3
Con. 1 Con. 2 Con.3 Con. 4 Con. 5 Con. 6
Dark Brown 1.79 2.11 1.30 2.34 1.37 1.88
Medium Brown 4.71 5.02 3.89 7.05 2.75 3.37
Light Brown 2.96 3.36 2.52 3.23 1.86 2.56
Blue 8.16 7.69 7.94 5.23 2.72 2.88
Green 7.54 4.01 7.44 7.84 2.87 3.34
Red 3.05 3.17 2.31 3.18 1.79 3.85
Light Grey 1.12 1.11 1.29 1.83 1.25 1.24
Medium Grey 2.10 1.89 2.08 2.88 2.20 2.25
Dark Grey 3.08 3.61 2.73 3.01 1.67 2.37
Average 3.83 3.55 3.50 4.07 2.05 2.64
Table 5.3 Mean Color Differences from the Mean (MCDM)
for all color matches under each condition.
These results are much better at showing the spread of observed matches, how certain
colors have much smallerMCDM's and how the viewing conditions can also influence
the results. Here it can be seen that the gray colors have the smallestMCDM's over all
viewing conditions
with not a great deal of variability between the light, medium and
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dark gray matches. The browns have higher MCDM's with the dark brown matches
having slightly smaller differences but again over all there is not a great deal of
difference between the light, medium and dark browns except for the one outlier in the
data. The red matches compare to the browns in terms ofMCDM figures but it is the
remaining two chromatic colors, namely the blue and the green that show quite high
maximum MCDM values of 8.16 and 7.54 respectively indicating very large observer
variability. The results show how the MCDM's tend to reduce in magnitude significantly
for conditions 5 and 6 - the simultaneous viewing condition, thus indication that a better
match can be observed when both targets can be viewed at the same time.
5.4 Statistical Evaluation
Statistical analysis was performed on all the data sets. For each of the nine colors a
multivariate ANOVA was performed to test whether the mean L* a* b* vectors from the
6 conditions were significantly different from each other. The null hypotheses for the
tests were:
1.H0: ul = n3 = |i5
2. HO: )Li 2 = p. 4 = \x 6
3. HO: ul = p. 2
4. HO: [i 3 = \i 4
5. HO: [i 5 = \i 6
where
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p.1 = Condition 1 (Light On, Succ. 1 min Delay)
\i 2 = Condition 2 (Light Off, Succ. 1 min Delay)
M- 3 = Condition 3 (Light On, Succ. No Delay)
H 4 = Condition 4 (Light Off, Succ. No Delay)
U, 5 = Condition 5 (Light On, Sim. No Delay)
[i 6 = Condition 6 (Light Off, Sim. No Delay)
SYSTAT 9.0 was used to perform the analysis. The null hypothesis was not
rejected at the 95% level for tests 1 and 2. These results indicate that there is no
significant difference between the matches made when the matching method was
changed. For the remainder of the tests the null hypothesis was rejected at the 95% level
for tests 3, 4, & 5, which concludes that there is a significant difference between the
matches when the ambient illumination is changed. This would perhaps indicate that a
single adaptation transform using the same adapted white points would not provide
optimal results for each of the six conditions and that these differences should somehow
be incorporated into the adaptation transforms.
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5.5 SingleAdaptation Models
The data was then analyzed using five known single adaptation transforms. All of these
adaptation transforms were tested in the same way. That is, the input to the transforms
were normalized tristimulus values for both the input device characteristics, i.e. the
hard-
copy and the output device, i.e. the soft-copy. When using these transforms the white
point of the target in the booth and the white point of the target measured from the
monitor were used as the first and second viewing conditions respectively. Because the
models tested here are all single adaptation transforms the actual white point of the
surround was not required. It was however necessary to know the type of surround, such
as light or dark, for incorporation into some of the models.
All other model parameters were incorporated as recommended by the individual models
themselves. For clarification, when selecting the D values for CEECAM97s, the model
was allowed to choose its own D values. (D = F - F/[l + 2(LaAl/4) + (LaA2/300)]). The
hard-copy target data was then put through each of the models and the resulting adapted
data was compared against the observer adjusted data for each condition. These
comparisons can be seen in tables 5.4 through 5.9. A summary of all the forward models
can be seen in figure 5.7
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5.5.1 SingleAdaptation CIELAB
CEELAB was perhaps the easiest model tested. It is very simple and needs only the
minimal amount of data to implement. No-one really expects CEELAB to perform well in
cross- media color reproduction because it was never designed to do this, but the results
here, (tab. 5.4), indicate the vast improvements that can be made in the prediction of the
data set by performing a very simple white point mapping between the two viewing
conditions. In particular CIELAB seems to perform a much better job at predicting the
achromatic colors than the chromatic ones but this can not be said for certain due to the
large spread in the observed matches, especially the blue and the green.
Con. 1 Con. 2 Con.3 Con. 4 Con. 5 Con. 6
Dark Brown 3.52 3.59 2.05 4.35 1.74 6.67
Medium Brown 4.49 1.38 1.27 1.02 3.13 4.46
Light Brown 7.07 5.68 5.87 4.30 2.38 3.57
Blue 13.18 10.95 9.11 10.20 9.28 12.62
Green
9.69- 6.23 7.86 5.47 3.72 5.74
Red 2.55 5.36 3.38 4.38 3.93 5.05
Light Grey 5.48 3.98 3.74 3.26 4.00 3.30
Medium Grey 2.44 2.56 2.26 2.03 4.39 2.72
Dark Grey 5.61 6.34 4.37 5.12 4.46 3.38
Average 6.00 5.12 4.44 4.46 4.11 5.28
Table 5.4 Average AE*94 color difference results for each color under
each condition after using the CEELAB adaptation transform
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5.5.2 Single Adaptation von Kries
The von Kries model is another simple adaptation model that is easy to implement. Again
like the CIELAB model it basically performs white point mapping from the first
condition to the second. All likeness to the CIELAB model however stop there, the
transformation to the cone space and the mapping of the white point within this cone
space is the fundamental difference that produces the far superior results when comparing
all the adaptation models. With the von Kries model, though, the spread of results, (tab.
5.5), is very similar across the colors except for blue where the errors are largest again
highlighting the spread in the observed data.
Con. 1 Con. 2 Con.3 Con. 4 Con. 5 Con. 6
Dark Brown 3.62 4.15 2.52 4.81 1.88 7.07
Medium Brown 5.15 3.92 2.26 3.15 3.85 4.62
Light Brown 5.85 4.57 3.63 2.64 2.33 2.95
Blue 5.20 4.27 0.80 3.19 2.35 7.07
Green 9.16 6.04 6.94 4.65 5.12 5.92
Red 2.54 5.12 3.18 4.16 3.72 4.90
Light Grey 5.45 3.97 3.68 3.21 3.93 3.26
Medium Grey 2.51 2.66 2.33 2.14 4.40 2.79
Dark Grey 5.62 6.34 4.39 5.16 4.47 3.40
Average 5.01 4.56 3.30 3.68 3.56 4.66
Table 5.5 Average AE*94 color difference results for each color under
each condition after using the von Kries adaptation transform
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5.5.3 Single Adaptation RLAB
RLAB is one of the simpler models that starts to incorporate model constants. In fact
RLAB carries three of these: the absolute adapting luminance, the discounting for the
illuminant factor and sigma factors to account for average, dim and dark surround., One
would argue that incorporating these factors should improve the predictions, but it from
these results the opposite appears true. The results, (tab. 5.6), are the worst found using a
single adaptation transform, especially with the grays which theoretically should be a lot
easier to predict than the chromatic colors. It is not surprising that the green and blues are
not well predicted, again probably because of the large spread here in the observed data.
Con. 1 Con. 2 Con.3 Con. 4 Con. 5 Con. 6
Dark Brown 2.10 2.92 0.57 5.02 1.70 7.27
Medium Brown 4.23 1.77 1.67 2.68 4.56 5.28
Light Brown 7.95 6.27 6.95 4.98 3.69 4.46
Blue 6.67 5.98 2.10 4.89 3.23 8.46
Green 8.02 4.14 6.25 3.52 3.04 5.51
Red 3.05 6.15 4.18 4.91 4.76 5.54
Light Grey 9.16 8.81 8.70 8.78 8.47 8.60
Medium Grey 6.50 6.89 6.57 7.07 6.60 6.82
Dark Grey 6.92 8.08 5.94 6.91 5.49 5.31
Average 6.07 5.67 4.77 5.42 4.62 6.36
Table 5.6 Average AE*94 color difference results for each color under
each condition after using the RLAB adaptation transform
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5.5.4 SingleAdaptation LLAB
LLAB is another example of a simple adaptation transform that incorporates user defined
constants. As with RLAB these constants are determined depending on the viewing
conditions in which the comparisons are being made. The results from the LLAB
adaptation transform, (tab. 5.7), are neither the best nor worst seen. In general the model
seems to give better results for conditions 1, 3 & 5 where there is ambient illumination in
the room. Like most of the other models it performs poorly on the blues and greens. One
way to improve these results would be to adjust the model constants according to the
results obtained, but this could also be said for any model incorporating constants.
Con. 1 Con. 2 Con.3 Con. 4 Con. 5 Con. 6
Dark Brown 4.27 2.05 2.89 3.66 2.34 5.94
Medium Brown 5.42 2.36 2.19 2.48 2.48 4.13
Light Brown 6.28 7.57 4.38 6.09 1.62 4.28
Blue 7.77 6.57 2.84 5.52 3.98 8.78
Green 9.06 5.27 6.91 4.73 4.46 5.13
Red 3.11 4.50 3.81 4.61 3.79 4.12
Light Grey 5.45 9.11 3.68 8.91 3.94 8.73
Medium Grey 2.48 6.82 2.31 6.57 4.41 6.85
Dark Grey 5.61 6.92 4.38 5.87 4.46 4.51
Average 5.49 5.68 3.71 5.38 3.50 5.83
Table 5.7 Average AE*94 color difference results for each color under
each condition after using the LLAB adaptation transform
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5.5.5 Single Adaptation CIECAM97s
CEECAM97s is a much more complex appearance model in general but the adaptation
transform is very much like LLAB. The model constants here are adapting luminance,
surround and base discounting factors, background relative luminance and discounting
factor. Although guidelines are given as to what the constants should be it is often unclear
as to what is required. The results here, (tab. 5.8), are pretty similar to those seen with the
other adaptation transforms. But here the spread of results is fairly evenly distributed
across the six conditions again with poorer results within the blues and greens. Like the
other models, the results could be improved by adjusting the model constants.
Con. 1 Con. 2 Con.3 Con. 4 Con. 5 Con. 6
Dark Brown 5.11 3.45 3.71 3.79 3.02 6.08
Medium Brown 6.89 3.62 3.82 2.68 1.97 3.40
Light Brown 8.04 7.37 6.35 5.63 2.76 3.10
Blue 8.38 6.28 3.82 5.27 3.53 8.35
Green 10.75 6.47 8.68 5.59 4.25 4.93
Red 4.19 4.50 4.51 5.33 4.26 4.60
Light Grey 6.30 6.15 4.49 5.69 4.69 5.54
Medium Grey 3.29 4.36 2.95 3.32 5.69 4.58
Dark Grey 4.09 4.73 3.03 3.32 3.15 1.87
Average 6.34 5.22 4.59 4.54 3.70 4.72
Table 5.8 Average AE*94 color difference results for each color under each condition
after using the CEECAM97s
adaptation transform - CEECAM97s determines D.
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Con. 1 Con. 2 Con.3 Con. 4 Con. 5 Con. 6
Dark Brown 4.92 4.07 3.52 4.31 2.36 6.39
Medium Brown 6.86 3.83 3.69 2.72 1.48 3.40
Light Brown 8.16 6.51 6.43 4.55 2.90 2.19
Blue 8.64 6.38 4.14 5.31 3.87 8.54
Green 10.68 6.46 8.61 5.43 3.58 5.03
Red 3.97 4.72 4.29 5.62 3.75 4.81
Light Grey 6.42 4.72 4.72 3.97 5.53 4.19
Medium Grey 2.95 3.12 2.57 1.56 5.75 3.55
Dark Grey 3.26 4.74 2.46 3.53 1.89 1.38
Average 6.25 4.95 4.49 4.11 3.46 4.39
Table 5.9 Average AE*94 color difference results
condition after using the CEECAM97s adaptation
for each color under each
transform - Solving for D.
One of the constants to change is the D factor - that is the constant used to take into
account the degree of adaptation to the primary illuminant. As can been seen by
comparing the results in tables 5.8 and 5.9 it is possible to improve the results by solving
for D. However the improvements are marginal and although optimized for this particular
set of results it would perhaps not prove very beneficial should additional data be
gathered and incorporated with the set. En fact CEECAM97s incorporates many user
constants that could all be modified in one way or another with the aim of improving the
results, but doing so is not encouraged in order to standardize implementation.
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5.5.6 Empirical Fit ofa 3*3 Adaptation Transform
An empirical fit of a 3*3 adaptation transform was not included to provide the best
model, but to show how much better the results could possibly get using the given data
set. For these particular fits, Solver was used to minimize the AE*94 differences between
the observed results and the predicted results. One must bear in mind that the
optimization is for each condition and not each color. All in all it is shown how there is
possibly a better model out there but still there seems to be a large spread in the observed
data which is still giving large the AE*94 differences regardless of the transform used.
Con. 1 Con. 2 Con.3 Con. 4 Con. 5 Con. 6
Dark Brown 2.63 4.10 2.21 4.69 0.95 5.40
Medium Brown 3.18 2.98 2.01 2.60 2.68 2.58
Light Brown 2.65 1.58 1.94 0.85 0.13 0.16
Blue 3.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.30 0.95
Green 5.58 6.39 5.14 4.86 4.52 5.55
Red 0.00 0.92 0.01 0.06 0.00 0.00
Light Grey 0.21 1.64 0.76 2.26 5.12 6.63
Medium Grey 3.60 0.78 2.44 1.40 4.52 4.96
Dark Grey 8.32 7.09 5.63 5.03 3.21 1.04
Average 3.26 2.83 2.24 2.41 2.38 3.03
Table 5.10 AE*94 color difference results for each color under each condition
after deriving an empirical fit of a three by three Adaptation Transform
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5.5.7 Summary ofsingle adaptation transforms
A summary of the results from the single adaptation models can be seen in figure 5.7 and
in table 5.11. The results as shown indicate that a simple von Kries adaptation transform,
on average, performed the best for each of the viewing conditions. These results could
perhaps indicate to us that often it is best to keep things simple rather than deal with more
complicated models, or that the more complicated models overcompensate for various
factors. CIELAB, LLAB and CEICAM97s performance in general was very similar to
one another and one could not really distinguish between the results. However, although
CEECAM97s in general did not perform best on average, for some of the conditions the
results from CEECAM97s were not vastly different than the von Kries model. RLAB
performed worst of all with an average AE*94 color difference of 5.48 across all
conditions. It is not entirely obvious why this was the case but it is expected that the
defined constant variables could have been the cause. The significant point to note
however is the vast improvement that all the adaptation models have had on the data as
compared to performing a simple color comparison by comparing tristimulus values. The
improvement on average spanned 10.52 to 11.87 AE*94 values which overall provide very
encouraging results for all the single adaptation transforms used. As a control an
empirical fit of a 3*3 adaptation transform for each condition was also performed on the
data with results indicating that there is room for improvement in existing models in the
order of approximately 1.5 to 3 AE*94 values. Knowing this improvement could possibly
be made proved promising when looking at the use ofmixed adaptation transforms.
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Con. 1 Con. 2 Con.3 Con. 4 Con. 5 Con. 6 Average
Original 15.61 16.91 15.04 17.04 14.31 17.04 16.00
CIELAB 6.00 5.12 4.44 4.46 4.11 5.28 4.90
Von Kries 5.01 4.56 3.30 3.68 3.56 4.66 4.13
RLAB 6.07 5.67 4.74 5.42 4.62 6.38 5.48
LLAB 5.49 5.68 3.71 5.38 3.5 5.83 4.93
CAM97's 6.34 5.22 4.59 4.54 3.7 4.72 4.85
CAM97's
(solve for D)
6.25 4.95 4.49 4.11 3.46 4.39 4.60
3*3 3.26 2.83 2.24 2.41 2.38 3.03 2.69
Table 5.1 1 Summary of AE*94 color difference results for each




















Figure 5.7 Summary of AE*94 values for all single adaptation transforms.
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5.6MixedAdaptation Models
The testing of the mixed adaptation models was no different to the testing of the single
adaptation models except for the fact that the white point of the surround was taken into
consideration. A ratio between the two illuminants was taken to be the adapting
illuminant and this adapting illuminant was fed in to the adaptation transforms. In all the
procedure was very simple and straightforward, the only problem of course was repeating
the tests for all possible adapting ratios, which again did not prove to be so difficult as it
was time consuming. The ratios were optimized for each condition and not for each color.
For the testing of mixed adaptation it was decided to test CIELAB because it is simple,
CEECAM97s, Katoh's model because it is specifically designed for mixed adaptation,
and the model that performed the best in the single adaptation mode, i.e. the von Kries
model. Et was felt that testing all of the models in the mixed adaptation mode would not
be necessary, especially since it is mainly CEECAM97s people wish to use and thus need
to know how it performs in such circumstances and furthermore how it could be
improved if it does not perform well. As with the single adaptation model, the parameters
used were those suggested by each of the models and the only thing that altered was the
adapting ratio. Although it has been shown that
the results from CEECAM97s could be
improved by solving for D it was decided that in mixed adaptation mode the model
should be left to determine D for each part of the transform. Finally the resulting adapted
data was compared against the observer-adjusted data for each condition. These
comparisons can be seen in tables 5.1 1 through 5.14 with a summary in figure 5.8
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5.6.1 MixedAdaptation CIELAB
CEELAB as a mixed adaptation transform was implemented as was the single adaptation
transform. The results, (tab. 5.12), are those shown after deriving an optimal adaptation
ration between the illuminants for each condition and for both the forward and the reverse
part of the transform. Comparing these results against the single CIELAB adaptation
transform we can see that an improvement has been made on the average values in all
conditions.
Con. 1 Con. 2 Con.3 Con. 4 Con. 5 Con. 6
Dark Brown 2.48 3.80 1.48 4.25 1.45 5.56
Medium Brown 2.57 0.39 1.46 1.25 3.25 3.37
Light Brown 6.29 5.36 6.12 4.73 3.11 3.96
Blue 12.85 11.04 8.58 9.88 8.54 11.33
Green 8.05 5.79 7.42 5.56 3.60 5.18
Red 4.53 6.40 4.09 4.37 3.83 3.72
Light Grey 1.83 2.20 2.32 3.05 3.89 5.47
Medium Grey 2.87 1.84 1.77 1.73 4.04 4.24
Dark Grey 7.53 7.21 4.69 4.94 3.76 2.12
Average 5.47 4.89 4.21 4.42 3.94 4.99












Where: Rl = Optimal adaptation ratio between booth and surround
R2 = Optimal adaptation ratio between monitor and surround
Table 5.12 AE*94 color difference results for each color under each
condition after using CIELAB Mixed Adaptation Transform
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This would be expected considering the ratios were determined after solving for the
average AE*94 value. The results however only show a marginal improvement of
approximately 0.24 of a AE*94 value, and upon further inspection it is clear that the
results for each color did not improve, only those for the average of the condition. And
moreover, these results are still no better than those achieved by using a single von Kries
type adaptation transform. And still you need to determine which ratios to use, which
cannot be done. The exact ratios used to derive these results can be seen at the bottom of
the table. The interesting point here is how very similar the adaptation ratios are for the
same type conditions. That is, for conditions 1, 3 & 5 the ratio for the forward part of the
model is around 0.9 and the ratio for the reverse part of the model is around 0.92. But for
conditions 2, 4 & 6 the ratio for the forward part of the model is around 0.4 and the ratio
for the reverse part of the model is also around 0.4. The results suggesting that the
observers are certainly in a different state of adaptation than the one the single adaptation
model is presuming they are in.
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5.6.2 MixedAdaptation von Kries
The von Kries mixed adaptation model was again simple to implement although time
consuming. And again the results shown, (tab. 5.13), are those from the ratios determined
to be optimal for each particular viewing condition. As with the CEECAM model the
results here on average are better than those produced using the single adaptation
transform for the von Kries model.
Con. 1 Con. 2 Con.3 Con. 4 Con. 5 Con. 6
Dark Brown 2.27 3.90 1.71 4.56 1.01 5.75
Medium Brown 2.84 2.85 1.35 2.45 3.18 2.80
Light Brown 3.79 3.62 3.12 2.18 0.32 1.25
Blue 5.26 4.97 0.28 3.33 2.02 5.75
Green 7.03 5.26 5.99 4.23 3.62 4.34
Red 4.53 5.77 4.01 4.17 2.54 3.53
Light Grey 1.70 3.06 2.13 3.17 4.50 5.91
Medium Grey 3.36 2.43 2.16 2.20 4.37 4.69
Dark Grey 7.81 6.90 4.91 5.06 3.63 4.05













Where: Rl = Optimal adaptation ratio between booth and surround
R2 = Optimal adaptation ratio between monitor and surround
Table 5.13 Average AE*94 color difference results for each color under each
condition after using a von Kries mixed adaptation transform
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Here the magnitude of improvement is slightly larger, with an average AE*94
improvement of about 0.48 over all the conditions. Again the results show an
improvement only over all and do not show and improvement for each of the individual
colors. Here the optimally determined ratios also show a trend depending on the
conditions. That is for conditions 1, 3 & 5 the ratio for the forward part of the model is
around 0.9 and the ratio for the reverse part of the model is around 0.9. But for conditions
2, 4 & 6 the ratio for the forward part of the model is around 0.26 and the ratio for the
reverse part of the model is also around 0.28. The results are again highlighting the
previous finding by suggesting that the observers are in two different states of adaptation
for the two different conditions. These results are better than those produced by any other
adaptation transform. It is not entirely understood why but the first and foremost is most
probably due to the simplicity of the model and because in this case the ratio is
determined in l,m,s cone space rather than in XYZ space.
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5.6.4MixedAdaptation CIECAM97s
CEECAM97s was harder to implement in a mixed adaptation state than any other model
tested. Even by keeping the D values constant as defined by the model it was not so easy
to solve for the adapting ratio.
Con. 1 Con. 2 Con.3 Con. 4 Con. 5 Con. 6
Dark Brown 4.92 4.04 3.52 4.51 2.57 6.04
Medium Brown 6.82 2.09 3.72 1.57 1.72 3.37
Light Brown 8.29 5.37 6.59 4.39 3.04 3.12
Blue 8.37 7.30 3.84 5.90 3.46 8.32
Green 10.71 5.80 8.67 5.11 3.76 4.90
Red 3.39 5.60 4.38 5.62 3.98 4.58
Light Grey 6.42 4.16 4.61 4.32 5.09 5.65
Medium Grey 3.30 3.26 2.94 3.16 5.75 4.65
Dark Grey 3.87 6.41 2.84 4.60 2.65 1.85
Average 6.30 4.89 4.57 4.35 3.56 4.72
























Where: Rl = Optimal adaptation ratio between booth and surround
R2 = Optimal adaptation ratio between monitor and surround
Dl = CIECAM Determined D between booth and surround
D2 -CIECAM Determined D between monitor and surround
Table 5.14 Average AE*94 color difference results for each color under each
condition after using a CEECAM97s mixed adaptation transform. Solving for
the adaptation ratio, while letting CEECAM97s determine D.
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The results shown here, (tab. 5.14), found by solving for AE*94, are somewhat
disappointing in that they have only marginally improved upon the CEECAM97s single
adaptation results by an average of 0.12 AE*94 units. But most disappointing of all is that
these results are still no better than a simple single von Kries type adaptation transform.
Although as with the other mixed adaptation models the adaptation ratios follow a similar
trend across the two viewing conditions they do not differ that much from each other. The
results shown here could also be indicative of the spread with in the observed data set
rather than the models inability to predict the observed results. However, it should still be





s model was implemented exactly as suggested in a recent publication of
his.26
The
results as seen in table 5.15 indicate that the model would not appear to work well for any
given data set. These results are the poorest of all the adaptation models tested with
predictions poor across the range of colors and conditions.
Con. 1 Con. 2 Con.3 Con. 4 Con. 5 Con. 6
Dark Brown 5.53 6.52 3.85 8.42 2.69 10.73
Medium Brown 5.36 2.07 1.49 3.29 2.97 7.40
Light Brown 7.76 6.46 6.58 5.27 2.93 4.72
Blue 6.30 6.84 2.05 5.70 1.33 9.39
Green 9.27 5.00 7.05 4.76 3.01 8.04
Red 1.71 7.88 3.01 6.64 3.50 7.34
Light Grey 8.09 7.73 7.37 7.64 7.19 7.47
Medium Grey 5.19 6.12 5.19 6.46 5.78 6.00
Dark Grey 5.06 10.08 3.99 8.67 3.67 6.82
Average 6.03 6.52 4.51 6.33 3.67 7.55












Where: Rl = Suggested adaptation ratio between booth and surround
R2 = Suggested adaptation ratio between monitor and surround
Table 5.15 Average AE*94 color difference results for each color under each
condition after using Katoh's mixed adaptation transform.
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Like the other more complicated adaptation models available, this one too incorporates a
lot of user defined constants that must be set prior to using the transform. In this
particular model it seems as if there are far to many constants to be considered and one
would wonder if the model would be suitable for practical use. It would be highly
unlikely that the end user of the model would know all of the required variables, and not
easily obtain. Then, even if one could solve for all constants then no doubt this model
could have been shown to perform just as well as a von Kries model. But, again, having
an optimized model would only work well for a give data set and thus would prove
inadequate for any other application.
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5.6.4 Summary ofmixed adaptation transforms
A summary of the results from the mixed adaptation transforms can be seen in figure 5.8
and in table 5.16. The results again show how the simple von Kries transform, this time
incorporating mixed adaptation, provides the best prediction of the observed color
matches between the booth and the CRT display. But more interesting is the fact that the
incorporation of a mixed adaptation ratio between the illuminant of each viewing
condition has improved the results in all cases when comparing these against the
equivalent single adaptation model. Additionally the optimized ratios have shown how
the observers are adapted very differently between the two sets of viewing conditions, for
all of the mixed adaptation transforms tested. It is perhaps unfortunate that there is a
fairly large amount of observer variability especially with the greens and the blues which
is perhaps keeping the predicted values fairly high. All in all, any model would find it
hard to predict such a spread of data points. Even so, it has been shown through all of the
models tested that reasonable predications can be made through a very simple model.
And perhaps this might bring back the thought that keeping things simple is perhaps best,
for it has been shown how some of the more complicated models, with their inclusion of
many constants can alter the results,
and not necessarily for the better. Of course, each
and every model could be improved
through further optimization, but if you were to
optimize a model through the constants then you could just as easily build a tailor made
model to suit the data, which of course would highly unlikely hold for additional data.
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Con. 1 Con. 2 Con.3 Con. 4 Con. 5 Con. 6 Average
Original 15.61 16.91 15.04 17.04 14.31 17.04 16.00
Mixed
CIELAB
5.47 4.89 4.21 4.42 3.94 4.99 4.65
Mixed
Von Kries
4.29 4.31 2.85 3.48 2.91 4.05 3.64
Mixed
CAM97s
6.30 4.89 4.57 4.35 3.56 4.72 4.71
Katoh's 6.03 6.52 4.51 6.33 3.67 7.55 5.76
Table 5.16 Summary of AE*94 color difference results for each







Original von Kries Katoh CIECAM97S
Figure 5.8 Summary of AE*94 values for all mixed adaptation transforms and original.
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6. Conclusions
An experiment has been designed and completed to test how well appearance models can
be used to predict observed matches in a cross-media color reproduction environment.
The data was initially analyzed using 5 known single adaptation transforms. When using
these transforms the white point of the target in the booth and the white point of the target
measured from the monitor were used as the first and second viewing conditions
respectively. The results, as shown in table 5.11, indicate that a simple von Kries
adaptation transform, on average, performed the best for each of the viewing conditions.
For some of the conditions though, when plotting error bars, the results from
CEECAM97s were not statistically different than the von Kries model. As a control an
empirical fit of a 3*3 adaptation transform for each condition was also performed on the
data with results indicating that there is room for improvement in existing models in the
order of approximately two AE*94 values for each condition.
After identifying the von Kries method as producing the best results for the single
adaptation transforms this method was then adjusted to account for mixed adaptation.
This involved including an adaptation ratio between the booth and the surround for the
forward part of the model and another adaptation ratio between the monitor and surround
for the inverse part. The ratios selected are those obtained when the AE*94 value between
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the adjusted and the predicted matches was minimized. The results for the mixed
adaptation models were illustrated in table 5.15, show how, in all conditions, the results
can be improved by using a mixed adaptation ratio between the adapted and surround
illuminant.
The CEECAM97s model was also tested using a ratio for mixed adaptation. In this
instance it can be seen that the incorporation of the ambient illumination did not improve
upon the original results by more than a fraction of a AE*94 value. The significant point
to bear in mind with regard to using CEECAM97s is the initial selection of the D factors
(used to determine the degree to which the illuminant is discounted). Changing this figure
by even a fraction of a point can alter the results significantly. When using the
CEECAM97s model with out the ratio factor but optimizing for D the results are
improvements upon the original values and can be seen to be virtually equal to if not
better than the results produced by the mixed von Kries method. In this case D was
altered again solving AE*94.
A mixed adaptation method published by Katoh was also examined. At present it is not
fully obvious why the results are poorer than most but it is expected that, as with the
CEECAM97s model, the choice of initial constant variables incorporated in the model
could have a detrimental effect in this case.
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All of the models here have been shown to be promising, that is they can all generally be
used to reliably predict appearance matches in cross media reproduction. The von Kries
model gave surprisingly good results for what appear to be a very simple adaptation
model. Even an empirical fit of a 3*3 adaptation transform would only reduce this figure
by about 2 AE*94 values. For this reason alone one should never fail to use it as a starting
point from which to compare other adaptation models.
Promising results have also been shown for the use of CEECAM97s, with one of the most
significant findings in this research highlighting the extreme care needed when selecting
the constants to be used in any of the available adaptation models. In particular with
CECAM97s the correct selection of the D factors is crucial in the determination of the
adapting XYZ values.
Although the use of an adaptation model has improved the results for each model
compared to the single adaptation mode of the same model, it was not possible to
accurately predict the ratios to use. Trends were
shown in the data sets but this is not
enough to set a standard ratio factor and thus further work could possibly be carried out
to obtain more data in order to further clarify this point.
Other possible ongoing work relating to the results
found here could be to look at optimal
ways of selecting the D values
in the CEECAM97s models as well as looking further at an
algorithmic approach to the incorporation of mixed adaptation ratios.
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Appendix 1 : TestTarget







A color psychophysical experiment.
Sharron Henley November 1999
pro start_event, event
Gets the observers info and sets up a file so that the subsequent
matching results can be written back to the same file.
widget_control, event. top, get_uvalue=info
widget_control, info.ObsName, get_value = ObsName
widget_control , info .Obslnit , get_value = Obslnit
widget_control , info.ObsAge, get_value = ObsAge
widget_control , info . FileName, get_value = FileName
widget_control, info . ObsName, /destroy
widget_control, info . Obslnit , /destroy
widget_control , info.ObsAge, /destroy
widget_control , info. FileName, /destroy
widget_control, info . OK_Button, /destroy
widget_control, info . input_base, /destroy
Convert string arrays into text strings
ObsNameSt = ObsName (0)
ObsInitSt = Obslnit (0)
ObsAgeSt = ObsAge (0)
FileNameSt = FileName (0)
openw, lun, FileNameSt, /get_lun
printf, lun, ObsNameSt




x_size = screen_size [0]




create draw widgets for Adaptation Screen
create Quit and Continue Buttons for the corresponding events






ContinueButton=widget_button(Quit_base, value= 'Adaptation Screen:
Continue to Experiment')
; make some widget ids for the stimulus windows
widget_control , info. base, /realize
; redeclare base_ids for bigger and better things
info = {base : info .base, $
ObsNameSt : ObsNameSt, $
ObsInitSt :ObsInitSt, $
ObsAgeSt :ObsAgeSt, $
FileNameSt : FileNameSt, $
trialcount : info . trialcount , $
Quit_base:Quit_base}




widget_control, event. top, get_uvalue=info
widget_control, info.Quit_base, /destroy
Widget_Control, info. base, /Realize
; Goes to Pick Color
; Working in decomposed
color space with defined number of colors.
Device, Decomposed=0
currentColor = 0 ;currentColor
; Get the current color tables so they can be restored on exit.
TVLCT, r_old, g_old, b_old, /Get












































123, 123, 123, 123, 123, 123,
trialcount=l
; Get screen size so widgets can be sea led.
device, get_screen_size=screen_size





; Create the widgets. Scale widgets to screen size.







currentButtonID [0] = Widget_Draw( currentID, xsize=ps, ysize=ps,
xoffset=20+x_off *5, yof fset=y_of f *1 . 25 , UValue=names [0] ,
Button_Events=l)
currentButtonID [1] = Widget_Draw( currentID, xsize=ps, ysize=ps,
xof fset=20+x_of f *5, yof fset=y_of f *2 . 25+ps, UValue=names [1] ,
Sensitive=l, Button_Events=l )
currentButtonID [2] = Widget_Draw(currentID, xsize=ps, ysize=ps,
xof fset=20+x_of f *5, yof f set=y_of f *3 . 25+ps*2 , UValue=names [2] ,
But ton_Events=l )
currentButtonID [3] = Widget_Draw( currentID, xsize=ps, ysize=ps,
xoffset=20+x_of f*6+ps, yof fset=y_of f *1 . 25, UValue=names [3] ,
Button_Events=l )
currentButtonID [4] = Widget_Draw( currentID, xsize=ps, ysize=ps,
xof fset=20+x_of f *6+ps, yof fset=y_off*2 . 25+ps, UValue=names [4] ,
Button_Events=l)
currentButtonID [5] = Widget_Draw( currentID, xsize=ps, ysize=ps,
xoffset=20+x_off *6+ps, yof f set=y_of f *3 . 25+ps*2 , UValue=names [5] ,
Button_Events=l)
currentButtonID [6] = Widget_Draw (currentID, xsize=ps, ysize=ps,
xoffset=20+x_off*7+ps*2, yof fset=y_of f *1 . 25 , UValue=names [6] ,
Button_Events=l)
currentButtonID [7] = Widget_Draw( current ID, xsize=ps, ysize=ps,
xoffset=20+x_off *7+ps*2, yof fset=y_off*2 . 25+ps, UValue=names [7] ,
Button_Events=l)
currentButtonID [8] = Widget_Draw( currentID, xsize=ps, ysize=ps,
xof f set=20+x_of f *7+ps*2 , yof fset=y_of f *3 . 25+ps*2 , UValue=names [8] ,
Button_Events=l)
WhiteWidget = Widget_Draw (currentID, xsize=ps*3+x_of f *4 ,
ysize=ps*3+y_of f *3 .5, xof fset=x_of f *4+15 , yof f set=y_of f /2 , sensitive=0)
;Widget_Control, info. base, /Realize
; Create the sliders and set the current color values for the sliders.
sliderbase = Widget_Base (info. base, FRAME=1, C0LUMN=3 ,




huelD = Widget_Slider (sliderbase, Value=170, xsize=120, Max=360,
Min=0, Title='Hue', suppress_value=l)








buttonbase = Widget_Base ( info. base, Row=l, xof fset=x_of f *7 . 75 ,





acceptID = Widget_Button (buttonbase, ysize=17, VALUE= 'Accept ALL Target
Colors'
)
buttonbase2 = Widget_Base ( info .base, Row=l, xof fset=x_of f *7 . 75 ,
yof fset=y_of f *5 . 70+ps*3 , Event_Pro=
'Temporary_Adaptation_Screen'
)







buttonbase3 = Widget_Base (info. base, Row=l, xof fset=x_of f *7 . 75 ,






arrayrgb = make_array (ps*3+x_of f *4,ps*3+y_of f *3 . 5, 3 , /byte)
arrayrgb(0:ps*3+x_off*4-l, 0 :ps*3+y_of f *3 .5-1, 0) = 255 ;Red
arrayrgb (0:ps*3+x_off*4-l, 0:ps*3+y_off *3 .5-1, 1)
= 255 ;Green
arrayrgb(0:ps*3+x_off*4-l, 0 :ps*3+y_of f *3 . 5-1, 2) = 255 ;Blue
Image = arrayrgb
tv, Image, true=3
currentButtonID [0] = Widget_Draw( current ID, xsize=ps, ysize=ps,
xoffset=20+x_off*5, yof fset=y_of f *1 . 25, UValue=names [0] ,
Button_Events=l )
Widget_Control, info. base, /Realize
; Redeclare Info structure for program information.
info = { base: info. base, $
ObsNameSt : info. ObsNameSt, $
ObsInitSt : info.ObsInitSt, $
ObsAgeSt: info.ObsAgeSt, $
FileNameSt : info . FileNameSt ,
















trialcount : info . trialcount ,
for the looping
index: index, $
reading the color data
currentColor : currentColor ,
; The old color table.
The color names .
The red color values.
The green color values.
The blue color values .
The IDs of the color
; Set the count
index of the array for
; The current color index.
currentButtonID : currentButtonID}







Block here until widget
End
PRO PickColor_Buttons, event
; Original starts here This event handler responds to ACCEPT button
from AdaptationScreen_event .
Widget_Control, event. top, Get_UValue=info
if (info. trialcount LT 5) then begin
; trialcount = info . trialcount + 1
;print, trialcount




printf , lun, info .names
printf, lun. info .red
printf, lun, info .green
printf, lun, info .blue
free_lun, lun
Blue1
widget_control, info . currentID, /destroy
widget_control, info. sliderbase, /destroy
widget_control, info .buttonbase, /destroy
widget_control, info .buttonbase2 , /destroy
widget_control, info. base, /realize
device , get_screen_size=screen_size
x_size = screen_size [0]
y_size = screen_size [1]
modx = x_size-50
mody = y_size-325
; re-create Quit and Continue Buttons for the corresponding events







ContinueButton=widget_button (Quit_base, value= 'Adaptation Screen:














;Re-Redeclare Info structure for program information.
info = { base: info. base, $
ObsNameSt : info. ObsNameSt, $
ObsInitSt : info. ObsInitSt, $
ObsAgeSt: info.ObsAgeSt, $
FileNameSt : info. FileNameSt, $
Quit_base:Quit_base, $
sliderbase: info. sliderbase, $








names : info .names , $
red: info. red, $
green: info. green, $
blue : info .blue, $
huelD: info.huelD, $
lightnessID: info. lightnessID, $
saturationID: info. saturationID,
trialcount : info . trialcount , $
index: info . index, $
array for reading the color data
currentColor : info . currentColor , $ ;
index.
currentButtonID : info . currentButtonID}
widget_control , event. top, set_uvalue = info
The old color table.
The color names.
The red color values.
The green color
The blue color values.
The IDs of the color
Set the count for the
; index of the
The current color
endif else begin





printf, lun, info. names
printf, lun, info. red
printf, lun, info. green
printf, lun, info. blue
free_lun, lun






; This event handler
responds to the selection of the about and quit
buttons from the main screen.
Widget_control, event. id, get_value=widget_value
case widget_value of
'About Adaptation Experiment' : begin
void = DIALOG_MESSAGE (
'


















; Create a temporary Adaptation Screen for when the observers wish to
change from one screen to another.
device , get_screen_size=screen_size
x_size = screen_size [0]
y_size = screen_size [1]
; re-create Quit and Continue Buttons for the corresponding events













ContinueButton=widget_button(Quit_base, value = 'Adaptation Screen:
Return to the Target')
widget_control, tempbase, /realize
tempinfo = {tempbase : tempbase}
END
PRO Return_Event, event
Widget_Control , event . top, /destroy
END
PRO Set_Square, event
; This event handler responds to the selection of individual color
buttons .
Widget_Control, event. top, Get_UValue=info
Widget_Control, event. id, Get_Value=thisWID
WSet, thisWID
Widget_Control, event. id, Get_UValue=ThisColorPatch
; Read the color of the chosen patch from the array.
index = Where ( info. names EQ ThisColorPatch)
info. index = index
r = info . red [index]
g
= info. green [index]
b = info. blue [index]
;print, ThisColorPatch, r, g, b
TVLCT, r, g, b, info . currentColor
PolyFill, [0,0,1,1,0], [0,1,1,0,0], /Normal, Color=info .currentColor
; update the slider values so when you press on a button the sliders
reflect the color value displayed in the button.
COLOR_CONVERT, r, g, b, h, 1, s, /RGB_HSV
rl=l*200
rs=s*200
;print, rl, 1, rs, s
Widget_Control , info.huelD, Set_Value=h ;info.hueID is slider red
value not ultimate red value
Widget_Control, info. lightnessID, Set_Value=rl
Widget_Control, info. saturationID, Set_Value=rs
Widget_Control, event. top, Set_UValue=info, /No_Copy
END
PRO PickColor_Sliders, event
; This event handler allows the user to mix their own color.
Widget_Control, event. top, Get_UValue=info, /No_Copy
; Get the color slider values.
Widget_Control, info.huelD, Get_Value=h
Widget_Control, info . lightnessID, Get_Value=rl
Widget_Control, info . saturationID, Get_Value=rs
; scale so that lightness and saturation range between 0 and 1
l=rl/200.000
s=rs/200. 000
; Convert the color from HSV to RGB.




; Write the chosen slider color into the array.
writeindex = info. index
info . red[writeindex] = red
info . green [writeindex] = green
info .blue [writeindex] = blue
; print, info. names, r, g, b
; Load the new color as the current color.
TVLCT, red, green, blue
PolyFill, [0,0,1,1,0], [0,1,1,0,0], /Normal, Color=info . currentColor




- Gets the name, age, etc of the observers. And then
goes onto the initial adaptation screen.
device, get_screen_size=screen_size
x_size = screen_size [0]
y_size = screen_size [1]
modx = x_size-15
mody = y_size-15
base = widget_base (xsize = modx, ysize = modx, Title='Color
Experiment', MBAR=barBase)
widgets for setup that will disappear after
"OK"
input_base = widget_base (base, xsize=970, ysize=500, xoffset=330,
yoffset=210, /column)
ObsName = cw_f ield ( input_base, title= 'Observer Name:', $
/column, xsize=32)
Obslnit = cw_f ield(input_base, title= 'Observer Initials:', $
/column, xsize=32)
ObsAge = cw_f ield ( input_base, title= 'Observer Age:', $
/column, xsize=32)
FileName = cw_f ield(input_base, title='Save Results to










OK_Button = widget_button (ok_base, value="OK", xsize=100,
ysize=20, xoffset=55)
; Create the simple exit and info widgets, (no importance just for
exiting purposes) .





HelpButton = Widget_button (barBase, VALUE= 'About
'
, /MENU)



















widget_control , base, /realize
info = {base:base, $
ok_base : ok_base , $
input_base : input_base , $
ObsName : ObsName , $
Obslnit :Obslnit, $
ObsAge : ObsAge , $
FileName: FileName, $
trialcount : 0, $
OK_Button:OK_Button }
widget_control, base, set_uvalue = info






Appendix 3: Observer Instructions
munsell color science laboratory
cross media color matching experiment
How to Participate in this Experiment
In this experiment you will be asked to view a hard copy image
displayed in a light booth an identical representation of the same
image on the monitor. The image comprises nine individual patches as
shown in the diagram below.
('iljj -j =-.wi4fl-- - - 'i>iii -ij} rl
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Monitor Screen
It is your task to adjust Hue Saturation and Value until all of the
patches in the target visually match the same patches in the hardcopy
target. Initially you will be shown an adaptation screen, which you will
view until instructed to start making the matches.
To make the matches you must first select one of the patches
using the mouse. You will
then need to move the appropriate H, S, V
sliders until the patch most closely resembles the hard copy. An
explanation of the H, S, V system is given below if required. Once you
are completely satisfied with the match for all of the patches you must
proceed by selecting the 'Accept ALL Target
Patches'
button. You will
then return to the adaptation screen before making another match
under slightly different viewing conditions.
In all you will make a total of six matches under the following
conditions (There is no need to remember these as someone will
always be present to indicate the next stage):
1. CRT/Booth, Side-by-Side (Simultaneous), Dark Surround.
2. CRT/Booth & Room, Side-by-Side (Simultaneous), Illuminated
Room.
3. CRT/Booth, Separated (Successive), Dark Surround, No Delay.
4. CRT/Booth & Room, Separated (Successive), Illuminated Room,
No Delay.
5. CRT/Booth, Separated (Successive), Dark Surround, Adaptation
Time Delay of approximately 1 minute.
6. CRT/ Booth & Room, Separated (Successive), Illuminated Room,
Adaptation Time Delay of approximately 1 minute.
When completing the matches requiring an adaptation period, it
is necessary to cover the target that is not being viewed and adapt to
the individual viewing conditions before making a match. The
adaptation time will be for one minute and is repeated each time that
the focus from one target to the other is changed.
A demonstration of the task required shall be given before the
onset of the experiment during which time any questions you may
have can be addressed.
Thank you for your participation.
Please feel free to help yourself to sweets.
Hue, Saturation and Value Color Space
The HSV space is a color transformation from the RGB space, which proves to be




Hue: The hue component describes the actual color. A hue value of 0
indicates the color red; the color green is at a value corresponding to 120,
and the color blue is at a value corresponding to 240.
Saturation: The saturation component describes color intensity. A
saturation value of 0 (in the center of the cone) indicates that the color is
"colorless"
(gray); a saturation value at the maximum (at the edge of the
cone) indicates that the color is at maximum
"colorfulness"
for that hue angle
and value.
Value: The value component describes brightness or luminance. When
the saturation value is at a minimum, black is represented, while the
maximum saturation value indicates that the color is at its brightest for the
given hue and saturation.
Appendix 4: Experimental Data
Condition 1
D Brown X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 2.30 2.12 1.30 30.53 14.24 21.14 25.49 56.04 0.40 0.37
DRW 1.63 1.71 1.32 27.82 3.90 15.52 16.00 75.88 0.35 0.37
FHI 3.44 3.52 3.66 38.81 8.16 11.19 13.85 53.91 0.32 0.33
GMJ 2.14 2.26 2.58 32.06 4.71 7.68 9.01 58.49 0.31 0.32
HXK 2.32 2.14 1.90 30.83 13.93 13.40 19.33 43.90 0.36 0.34
JEG 2.01 2.01 1.36 29.59 8.15 18.71 20.41 66.47 0.37 0.37
LAT 2.12 1.96 1.27 29.48 13.36 19.44 23.59 55.50 0.40 0.37
MDF 2.49 2.34 1.38 32.11 13.12 22.72 26.24 60.00 0.40 0.38
PAS 2.69 2.59 1.37 33.54 11.54 25.45 27.94 65.61 0.40 0.39
QS 2.45 2.08 1.53 30.21 19.80 17.25 26.26 41.06 0.40 0.34
SAH 2.56 2.81 1.80 35.50 2.13 22.52 22.62 84.61 0.36 0.39
SJP 2.79 2.78 2.98 35.20 9.59 9.76 13.68 45.50 0.33 0.32
SQ 2.33 2.38 2.71 32.71 7.39 7.48 10.52 45.35 0.31 0.32
SRF 3.16 3.31 4.32 38.23 6.01 4.41 7.45 36.25 0.29 0.31
XJ 2.47 2.56 2.69 34.26 6.28 9.96 11.78 57.77 0.32 0.33
Average 2.46 2.44 2.14 32.73 9.49 15.11 18.28 56.42 0.36 0.35
Condition 1
M Brown X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 9.44 9.54 5.65 60.82 12.49 35.97 38.08 70.86 0.38 0.39
DRW 10.51 10.83 6.38 65.09 9.13 38.16 39.24 76.54 0.38 0.39
FHI 6.25 5.93 6.95 49.25 17.07 9.37 19.48 28.76 0.33 0.31
GMJ 8.31 8.28 4.30 58.05 13.61 38.50 40.84 70.53 0.40 0.40
HXK 10.33 10.79 6.69 64.29 9.13 35.88 37.03 75.72 0.37 0.39
JEG 4.61 4.25 2.99 42.49 17.90 22.94 29.09 52.03 0.39 0.36
LAT 7.81 7.68 3.51 55.63 14.60 40.82 43.36 70.32 0.41 0.40
MDF 5.61 5.54 2.49 48.16 12.60 37.19 39.27 71.28 0.41 0.41
PAS 8.84 9.06 5.86 59.18 10.66 32.35 34.06 71.77 0.37 0.38
QS 5.52 5.17 1.79 46.58 17.45 42.11 45.58 67.49 0.44 0.41
SAH 6.34 6.88 2.73 53.44 3.78 43.64 43.80 85.06 0.40 0.43
SJP 5.10 4.93 4.96 45.99 14.30 13.88 19.93 44.13 0.34 0.33
SQ 8.27 8.20 10.28 57.58 14.46 7.60 16.34 27.74 0.31 0.31
SRF 6.83 6.68 3.33 52.58 14.54 36.54 39.33 68.30 0.41 0.40
XJ 5.43 5.31 3.02 48.07 13.50 30.79 33.62 66.32 0.39 0.39
Average 7.28 7.27 4.73 53.81 13.01 31.05 34.60 63.12 0.38 0.38
Condition 1
L Brown X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 19.52 22.07 15.92 85.60 -0.11 38.90 38.90 -89.83 0.34 0.38
DRW 17.67 19.14 18.31 82.05 3.86 24.65 24.95 81.09 0.32 0.35
FHI 11.99 14.09 10.12 71.06 -4.53 33.21 33.52 -82.23 0.33 0.39
GMJ 18.06 19.54 13.62 82.57 6.25 38.96 39.46 80.89 0.35 0.38
te^
19.86 22.06 22.26 85.89 2.51 22.59 22.72 83.66 0.31 0.34
JEG 20.43 23.17 20.49 86.94 -0.34 29.56 29.57 -89.35 0.32 0.36
LAT 21.19 23.30 21.22 87.71 3.99 28.21 28.49 81.96 0.32 0.35
MDF 15.73 17.53 11.91 78.18 1.83 38.67 38.72 87.29 0.35 0.39
PAS 17.12 18.70 20.28 79.73 4.62 17.93 18.52 75.54 0.31 0.33
QS 18.13 20.38 14.11 82.88 0.66 39.44 39.45 89.04 0.34 0.39
SAH 16.07 18.95 13.27 81.37 -6.44 38.97 39.50 -80.62 0.33 0.39
SJP 12.81 14.50 17.34 72.82 -0.06 11.94 11.95 -89.72 0.29 0.32
SQ 20.25 23.33 20.72 88.27 -2.36 29.11 29.21 -85.37 0.31 0.36
SRF 22.53 25.27 27.87 90.83 1.13 18.32 18.36 86.46 0.30 0.33
XJ 16.23 18.16 12.94 80.56 1.13 37.02 37.04 88.25 0.34 0.38
Average 17.84 20.01 17.36 82.43 0.81 29.83 30.02 15.81 0.32 0^1
Condition 1
Blue X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h'ab X y
AXA 4.87 3.19 21.47 37.33 45.74 -58.63 74.36 -52.04 0.16 0.11
DRW 4.70 3.51 19.08 39.73 34.08 -50.34 60.79 -55.90 0.17 0.13
FHI 7.46 4.52 35.67 43.57 59.64 -75.17 95.96 -51.57 0.16 0.09
GMJ 6.35 5.38 23.34 48.13 27.96 -46.17 53.97 -58.81 0.18 0.15
HXK 7.72 5.70 30.81 48.92 42.51 -58.69 72.46 -54.09 0.17 0.13
JEG 6.95 4.65 28.50 44.26 49.80 -61.24 78.94 -50.88 0.17 0.12
LAT 5.99 3.82 27.71 40.74 51.47 -66.78 84.31 -52.38 0.16 0.10
MDF 6.62 5.05 25.68 46.19 37.50 -52.58 64.59 -54.50 0.18 0.14
PAS 5.95 3.27 28.62 37.51 62.59 -72.76 95.98 -49.30 0.16 0.09
QS 4.65 4.53 16.12 43.89 12.97 -33.71 36.12 -68.96 0.18 0.18
SAH 5.72 5.19 21.53 47.22 20.37 -42.47 47.11 -64.38 0.18 0.16
SJP 3.37 2.70 11.69 34.70 26.65 -36.38 45.10 -53.77 0.19 0.15
SQ 7.55 6.18 30.21 50.98 33.01 -55.33 64.43 -59.18 0.17 0.14
SRF 6.59 5.90 24.34 49.79 22.87 -45.11 50.58 -63.11 0.18 0.16
XJ 4.20 4.02 13.65 42.40 14.25 -31.10 34.21 -65.39 0.19 0.18
Average 5.91 4.51 23.90 43.69 36.09 -52.43 63.93 -56.95 0.17 0.14
Condition 1
Green X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 2.92 5.38 2.11 47.48 -41.11 39.99 57.35 -44.21 0.28 0.52
DRW 3.34 5.28 3.05 47.84 -30.49 30.63 43.22 -45.14 0.29 0.45
FHI 5.49 10.01 5.27 61.67 -49.17 39.87 63.30 -39.04 0.26 0.48
GMJ 3.19 4.75 3.38 45.53 -23.31 23.78 33.30 -45.58 0.28 0.42
HXK 4.27 6.88 5.98 53.11 -33.19 20.35 38.93 -31.51 0.25 0.40
JEG 4.69 7.47 3.06 54.57 -32.71 43.15 54.15 -52.84 0.31 0.49
LAT 2.46 4.21 1.71 42.62 -32.67 36.02 48.63 -47.79 0.29 0.50
MDF 2.79 4.53 1.76 44.00 -29.45 38.
091
48.14 -52.29 0.31 0.50
PAS 6.72 13.47 4.27 69.80 -64.30 60.44 88.25 -43.22 0.27 0.55
QS 2.65 4.39 2.21 43.25 -30.54 31.58 43.93 -45.95 0.29 0.47
SAH 2.48 4.18 2.25 42.85 -31.88 30.09 43.84 -43.34 0.28 0.47
SJP 4.44 6.69 7.58 52.65 -27.03 11.22 29.27 -22.53 0.24 0.36
SQ 7.08 12.58 4.32 68.87 -50.83 57.01 76.38 -48.28 0.30 0.52
SRF 3.64 5.95 3.97 49.98 -33.08 27.13 42.78 -39.35 0.27 0.44
XJ 3.00 4.68 2.85 45.45 -27.09 27.73 38.77 -45.67 0.28 0.44
Average 3.94 6.70 3.58 51.31 -35.79 34.47 50.02 -43.12 0.28 0.47
Condition 1
Red X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 10.59 7.27 1.89 54.18 54.59 54.01 76.80 44.70 0.54 0.37
DRW 7.19 4.92 1.59 46.35 47.26 43.50 64.23 42.62 0.52 0.36
FHI 10.50 7.01 1.92 52.97 57.33 51.78 77.25 42.09 0.54 0.36
GMJ 9.51 6.74 3.49 53.13 50.19 36.00 61.76 35.65 0.48 0.34
HXK 10.37 7.70 4.89 55.75 46.48 31.35 56.06 34.00 0.45 0.34
JEG 8.70 6.35 2.03 50.86 45.43 46.80 65.23 45.85 0.51 0.37
LAT 7.81 5.23 1.63 47.02 51.77 44.70 68.39 40.81 0.53 0.36
MDF 9.39 6.45 1.80 51.47 52.59 50.42 72.86 43.80 0.53 0.37
PAS 11.91 7.68 1.90 55.14 63.04 55.82 84.20 41.52 0.55 0.36
QS 7.91 5.46 3.27 47.73 49.01 29.36 57.13 30.92 0.48 0.33
SAH 8.58 6.06 1.74 50.58 48.31 49.30 69.03 45.58 0.52 0.37
SJP 9.89 7.09 3.92 53.98 49.54 34.63 60.44 34.96 0.47 0.34
SQ 8.46 6.05 3.05 50.50 47.60 35.14 59.16 36.44 0.48 0.34
SRF 10.27 7.07 3.07 53.87 54.10 40.95 67.86 37.12 0.50 0.35
XJ 7.82 5.71 2.85 49.65 44.18 35.02 56.38 38.41 0.48 0.35
Average 9.26 6.45 2.60 51.55 50.76 42.59 66.45 39.63 0.51 0.35
Condition 1
LGray X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 26.00 29.13 44.29 95.46 1.31 0.49 1.40 20.74 0.26 0.29
DRW 25.29 28.37 42.93 95.80 -1.21 0.90 1.51 -36.55 0.26 0.29
FHI 25.40 28.32 42.83 93.87 2.47 0.36 2.49 8.35 0.26 0.29
GMJ 23.72 26.65 40.23 93.31 0.95 0.53 1.09 28.99 0.26 0.29
HXK 25.09 27.68 43.09 93.91 3.78 -1.31 4.00 -19.13 0.26 0.29
JEG 26.73 30.04 45.07 96.24 1.15 1.13 1.62 44.41 0.26 0.29
LAT 26.77 30.02 45.36 96.85 1.19 0.56 1.32 25.11 0.26 0.29
MDF 23.05 25.85 39.06 91.20 1.11 1.06 1.53 43.75 0.26 0.29
PAS 25.30 28.37 43.06 93.98 1.13 0.54 1.25 25.63 0.26 0.29
QS 24.72 27.72 41.97 93.55 1.13 0.44 1.21 21.56 0.26 0.29
SAH 23.32 26.18 39.45 92.43 0.53 1.60 1.69 71.52 0.26 0.29
SJP 28.74 32.28 48.76 99.99 1.10 0.71 1.31 32.81 0.26 0.29
SQ 22.01 24.65 37.34 90.20 1.86 -0.22 1.87 -6.89 0.26 0.29
SRF 25.70 28.83 43.45 95.63 1.20 0.13 1.20 6.33 0.26 0.29
XJ 25.19 28.24 42.65 95.87 1.03 0.19 1.05 10.70 0.26 0.29
Average 25.14 28.16 42.64 94.55 1.25 0.47 1.64 18.49 0.26 0.29
Cond tion 1
M Gray X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 13.84 15.55 23.18 74.41 0.75 1.42 1.61 62.14 0.26 0.30
DRW 9.25 10.37 15.13 63.92 -0.82 2.29 2.43 -70.30 0.27 0.30
FHI 11.03 12.37 18.28 67.35 1.25 1.36 1.85 47.38 0.26 0.30
GMJ 9.50 10.65 15.68 64.51 1.01 1.53 1.83 56.52 0.27 0.30
HXK 14.02 15.26 23.66 74.12 4.85 -0.85 4.92 -9.93 0.26 0.29
JEG 15.13 16.92 24.59 76.69 1.67 2.61 3.10 57.40 0.27 0.30
LAT 14.98 16.85 24.69 77.09 0.52 2.09 2.15 75.94 0.26 0.30
MDF 10.02 11.22 16.52 65.17 1.01 2.00 2.24 63.31 0.27 0.30
PAS 17.25 19.37 28.88 80.85 0.77 1.47 1.66 62.45 0.26 0.30
QS 13.43 15.10 22.39 73.48 0.56 1.44 1.55 68.93 0.26 0.30
SAH 13.41 15.05 22.20 74.16 0.43 2.43 2.47 79.87 0.26 0.30
SJP 13.92 15.65 23.16 75.12 0.77 1.63 1.80 64.72 0.26 0.30
SQ 12.02 13.49 19.85 70.86 1.33 1.26 1.83 43.28 0.27 0.30
SRF 15.63 17.55 26.01 78.61 0.81 1.02 1.31 51.66 0.26 0.30
XJ 11.28 12.63 18.52 69.54 0.90 1.58 1.82 60.38 0.27 0.30
Average 12.98 14.53 21.51 72.39 1.05 1.55 2.17 47.58 0.26 0.30
Condition 1
DGray X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 4.81 5.39 7.56 47.50 0.85 3.16 3.27 74.91 0.27 0.30
DRW 3.30 3.68 4.95 40.60 -0.16 4.19 4.20 -87.80 0.28 0.31
FHI 4.34 4.85 6.79 45.02 1.23 2.87 3.12 66.87 0.27 0.30
GMJ 4.29 4.79 6.74 45.68 1.09 2.76 2.97 68.43 0.27 0.30
HXK 5.89 6.30 9.49 51.09 5.33 0.44 5.35 4.75 0.27 0.29
JEG 7.43 8.36 11.97 57.27 0.68 2.68 2.76 75.75 0.27 0.30
LAT 6.43 7.23 10.21 54.20 0.48 3.03 3.07 80.99 0.27 0.30
MDF 3.41 3.80 5.17 40.60 0.99 3.92 4.04 75.80 0.28 0.31
PAS 5.97 6.69 9.55 51.95 0.79 2.68 2.79 73.51 0.27 0.30
QS 5.51 6.19 8.73 50.46 0.61 2.95 3.01 78.24 0.27 0.30
SAH 2.92 3.26 4.33 38.14 0.80 4.63 4.70 80.19 0.28 0.31
SJP 2.67 2.97 4.00 36.38 1.01 3.77 3.90 74.94 0.28 0.31
SQ 4.28 4.79 6.66 45.52 1.17 2.89 3.11 67.96 0.27 0.30
SRF 7.02 7.86 11.29 56.38 0.92 2.04 2.24 65.84 0.27 0.30
XJ 4.69 5.24 7.32 47.82 0.86 2.94 3.07 73.63 0.27 0.30
Average 4.86 5.43 7.65 47.24 1.11 3.00 3.44 58.27 0.27 0.30
Cond tion 2
D Brown X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 1.34 1.03 0.60 21.02 20.93 17.49 27.27 39.88 0.45 0.35
DRW 1.14 1.15 0.81 22.07 5.97 14.88 16.03 68.13 0.37 0.37
FHI 2.01 2.12 2.43 30.62 3.98 7.48 8.48 61.96 0.31 0.32
GMJ 1.58 1.54 1.89 26.37 9.30 5.20 10.65 29.22 0.32 0.31
HXK 1.35 1.16 1.08 22.44 15.89 10.14 18.85 32.54 0.38 0.32
JEG 1.86 1.70 1.38 27.37 13.53 14.23 19.64 46.44 0.38 0.34
LAT 1.65 1.41 0.65 25.01 17.17 23.50 29.11 53.85 0.45 0.38
MDF 1.84 1.57 0.68 26.33 17.75 25.13 30.77 54.77 0.45 0.38
PAS 2.97 2.70 1.25 34.96 15.55 28.83 32.76 61.66 0.43 0.39
QS 1.22 0.97 0.60 19.64 18.90 15.80 24.63 39.90 0.44 0.35
SAH 1.74 1.85 1.49 29.06 2.94 14.99 15.28 78.91 0.34 0.36
SJP 2.58 2.36 2.78 32.95 15.42 7.12 16.98 24.77 0.33 0.31
SQ 1.88 1.98 2.09 30.58 4.75 9.36 10.50 63.08 0.32 0.33
SRF 1.79 1.79 2.01 28.77 7.99 7.44 10.92 42.93 0.32 0.32
XJ 2.27 2.34 2.13 33.18 6.68 13.32 14.90 63.37 0.34 0.35
Average 1.81 1.71 1.46 27.36 11.78 14.33 19.12 50.76 0.37 0.35
Condition 2
M Brown X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA
L
5.24 4.61 1.70 44.99 21.80 39.68 45.27 61.21 0.45 0.40
DRW 6.40 6.57 5.61 52.07 8.90 20.58 22.42 66.62 0.34 0.35
FHI 9.23 9.98 3.82 62.12 4.10 49.97 50.14 85.30 0.40 0.43
GMJ 4.02 3.76 2.17 41.03 15.96 27.28 31.60 59.67 0.40 0.38
HXK 7.84 7.65 4.38 56.14 15.38 34.84 38.08 66.19 0.39 0.39
JEG 4.25 3.70 3.24 40.22 21.91 16.37 27.35 36.77 0.38 0.33
LAT 6.88 6.22 1.90 51.25 22.27 48.29 53.17 65.24 0.46 0.41
MDF 5.16 4.79 2.14 45.34 17.87 35.73 39.95 63.42 0.43 0.40
PAS 4.60 4.23 1.84 43.18 16.87 34.99 38.84 64.25 0.43 0.40
QS 3.29 3.09 1.46 36.54 14.01 29.06 32.26 64.27 0.42 0.39
SAH 8.11 8.31 4.36 58.29 9.42 38.46 39.59 76.23 0.39 0.40
SJP 4.70 4.62 4.61 45.23 12.62 14.08 18.91 48.11 0.34 0.33
SQ 9.05 9.81 10.14 63.37 4.70 16.72 17.37 74.30 0.31 0.34
SRF 7.43 7.42 5.02 55.97 12.93 29.49 32.20 66.33 0.37 0.37
XJ 4.95 4.69 2.36 46.05 16.09 33.04 36.75 64.03 0.41 0.39
Average 6.08 5.96 3.65 49.45 14.32 31.24 34.93 64.13 0.40 0.38
Condition 2
L Brown X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 16.67 17.71 14.38 79.51 7.10 31.30 32.10 77.21 0.34 0.36
DRW 19.97 22.26 23.59 86.22 1.17 20.02 20.06 86.65 0.30 0.34
FHI 12.10 13.25 10.74 69.86 2.93 28.45 28.60 84.13 0.34 0.37
GMJ 16.42 18.84 13.42 81.63 -2.13 37.83 37.89 -86.77 0.34 0.39
HXK 17.13 19.03 17.87 81.76 2.12 25.48 25.57 85.25 0.32 0.35
JEG 18.93 21.11 20.09 84.44 1.76 25.18 25.25 86.01 0.31 0.35
LAT 16.13 17.51 11.54 78.97 5.28 40.31 40.65 82.53 0.36 0.39
MDF 14.37 15.60 11.53 74.92 5.32 33.96 34.38 81.09 0.35 0.38
PAS 14.60 16.17 20.69 76.51 1.05 9.24 9.30 83.54 0.28 0.31
QS 15.61 17.24 10.54 77.15 2.53 41.62 41.70 86.52 0.36 0.40
SAH 20.03 23.24 19.27 88.69 -5.74 33.37 33.86 -80.24 0.32 0.37
SJP 17.28 20.34 14.57 84.35 -5.86 38.74 39.19 -81.40 0.33 0.39
SQ 19.65 23.85 21.87 90.72 -10.97 28.78 30.80 -69.13 0.30 0.36
SRF 17.49 19.37 17.76 83.08 2.76 26.70 26.85 84.09 0.32 0.35
XJ 17.69 19.39 15.29 83.57 4.35 33.75 34.03 82.65 0.34 0.37
Average 16.94 19.00 16.21 81.43 0.78 30.32 30.68 40.14 0.33 0.37
Condition 2
Blue X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 5.43 4.43 20.78 44.16 28.84 -47.07 55.20 -58.50 0.18 0.14
DRW 3.14 2.30 12.43 32.00 31.64 -43.44 53.74 -53.93 0.18 0.13
FHI 4.12 3.68 16.31 40.01 19.13 -40.90 45.16 -64.93 0.17 0.15
GMJ 5.95 4.76 23.07 45.71 32.43 -49.94 59.54 -57.00 0.18 0.14
HXK 5.19 4.09 21.54 42.54 32.16 -51 .34 60.58 -57.94 0.17 0.13
JEG 6.79 6.60 26.31 52.18 15.03 -44.36 46.83 -71.28 0.17 0.17
LAT 4.67 2.98 22.33 36.62 47.39 -63.11 78.92 -53.10 0.16 0.10
MDF 3.88 2.34 17.30 32.31 48.57 -57.30 75.11 -49.72 0.17 0.10
PAS 4.42 3.63 18.19 40.20 26.21 -47.03 53.84 -60.87 0.17 0.14
QS 3.25 3.63 10.81 39.41 0.71 -24.46 24.47 -88.34 0.18 0.21
SAH 3.95 3.66 15.16 40.54 15.51 -38.34 41.36 -67.97 0.17 0.16
SJP 2.49 2.40 6.57 33.25 11.48 -18.03 21.37 -57.51 0.22 0.21
SQ 4.39 3.19 18.50 38.58 37.16 -52.70 64.48 -54.81 0.17 0.12
SRF 4.10 3.63 14.74 40.72 20.43 -37.64 42.83 -61.51 0.18 0.16
XJ 3.93 3.66 13.47 41.11 L 16-32 -33.73 37.47 -64.19 0.19 0.17
Average 4.38 3.67 17.17 39.96 25.53 -43.29 50.73 -61 .44 0.18 0.15
Condition 2
Green X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 2.29 3.88 2.47 41.58 -32.02 25.09 40.67 -38.08 0.27 0.45
DRW 3.34 5.46 3.04 47.99 -32.47 31.44 45.20 -44.07 0.28 0.46
FHI 2.55 5.10 1.69 46.47 -47.16 43.18 63.94 -42.48 0.27 0.55
GMJ 2.38 3.61 2.15 40.27 -22.60 26.10 34.52 -49.11 0.29 0.44
HXK 3.54 6.07 5.41 50.78 -37.50 19.07 42.07 -26.96 0.24 0.40
JEG 2.56 4.09 1.86 42.14 -27.58 33.35 43.27 -50.41 0.30 0.48
LAT 1.82 2.98 0.93 36.63 -26.46 37.47 45.87 -54.77 0.32 0.52
MDF 2.77 4.85 2.29 45.57 -36.02 34.47 49.85 -43.74 0.28 0.49
PAS 3.96 7.25 3.36 54.79 -46.30 40.07 61.23 -40.88 0.27 0.50
QS 1.50 2.90 0.94 35.39 -36.28 35.35 50.66 -44.25 0.28 0.54
SAH 2.01 3.69 2.06 40.70 -37.25 27.88 46.53 -36.81 0.26 0.48
SJP 3.01 4.77 3.89 45.89 -28.45 20.25 34.92 -35.44 0.26 0.41
SQ 4.10 7.48 3.03 56.50 -46.22 44.71 64.31 -44.05 0.28 0.51
SRF 3.73 6.18 2.93 51.69 -35.05 37.63 51.43 -47.03 0.29 0.48
XJ 3.86 6.56 2.68 53.38 -38.04 42.44 56.99 -48.13 0.29 0.50
Average 2.90 4.99 2.58 45.99 -35.29 33.23 48.76 -43.08 0.28 0.48
Cond tion2
Red X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 7.32 5.43 1.63 48.39 40.74 46.41 61.76 48.72 0.51 0.38
DRW 5.34 3.55 1.32 39.41 45.85 35.71 58.12 37.91 0.52 0.35
FHI 9.68 6.79 1.33 52.72 50.11 58.89 77.32 49.61 0.54 0.38
GMJ 8.05 5.56 2.87 49.00 49.95 34.02 60.44 34.25 0.49 0.34
HXK 9.45 6.67 3.82 52.93 50.22 33.31 60.26 33.55 0.47 0.33
JEG 8.32 5.50 2.15 48.14 54.12 40.35 67.50 36.70 0.52 0.34
LAT 6.43 4.08 0.93 42.43 53.28 47.43 71.33 41.68 0.56 0.36
MDF 7.47 5.01 1.09 46.27 50.90 51.36 72.31 45.26 0.55 0.37
PAS 5.11 3.49 1.62 39.51 42.50 31.46 52.88 36.51 0.50 0.34
QS 5.28 3.40 0.88 38.21 47.78 41.52 63.30 40.99 0.55 0.36
SAH 10.97 8.21 1.83 58.00 45.56 60.45 75.70 53.00 0.52 0.39
SJP 8.68 6.20 3.73 51.52 48.09 31.13 57.29 32.92 0.47 0.33
SQ 7.97 5.44 2.44 49.20 51.36 37.66 63.68 36.25 0.50 0.34
SRF 7.77 5.36 2.72 48.57 49.61 34.18 60.24 34.56 0.49 0.34
XJ 6.75 4.79 2.24 46.47 45.21 35.00 57.18 37.75 0.49 0.35
Average 7.64 5.30 2.04 47.38 48.35 41.26 63.95 39.98 0.51 0.35
Condition 2
LGray X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 23.39 26.24 39.99 92.89 -0.52 0.16 0.54 -17.40 0.26 0.29
DRW 21.93 24.54 37.54 89.60 0.62 -0.33 0.70 -28.40 0.26 0.29
FHI 26.15 29.32 44.71 95.90 0.03 0.51 0.51 87.14 0.26 0.29
GMJ 21.37 23.91 36.42 89.71 1.47 0.21 1.48 8.32 0.26 0.29
HXK 21.09 23.59 35.78 89.02 1.23 0.72 1.42 30.57 0.26 0.29
JEG 23.44 26.23 39.91 91.99 1.33 0.15 1.34 6.54 0.26 0.29
LAT 25.33 28.42 42.92 95.60 0.87 1.14 1.43 52.57 0.26 0.29
MDF 22.46 25.14 38.34 90.58 1.56 0.47 1.63 16.89 0.26 0.29
PAS 25.12 28.12 42.94 95.24 -0.43 0.14 0.45 -17.89 0.26 0.29
QS 25.07 28.14 42.75 93.68 0.35 -0.68 0.76 -63.00 0.26 0.29
SAH 25.05 28.05 42.69 95.46 -0.41 0.36 0.54 -41 .40 0.26 0.29
SJP 27.81 31.12 47.73 99.63 1.61 -0.04 1.61 -1.43 0.26 0.29
SQ 22.15 24.82 37.69 92.14 1.21 0.35 1.26 16.25 0.26 0.29
SRF 22.79 25.50 38.76 92.59 1.38 0.27 1.41 11.24 0.26 0.29
XJ 20.58 23.05 34.91 89.47 1.26 0.24 1.28 11.02 0.26 0.29
Average 23.58 26.41 40.21 92.90 0.77 0.25 1.09 4.74 0.26 0.29
Condition 2
M Gray X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 14.51 16.27 24.52 76.85 -0.36 0.75 0.83 -64.41 0.26 0.29
DRW 11.57 12.95 19.49 69.32 0.56 0.51 0.75 42.33 0.26 0.29
FHI 14.21 15.93 24.01 75.30 0.09 1.02 1.02 85.12 0.26 0.29
GMJ 9.67 10.82 16.21 65.14 1.13 0.90 1.45 38.58 0.26 0.29
HXK 10.60 11.64 17.82 66.98 3.16 0.13 3.16 2.31 0.26 0.29
JEG 15.41 17.27 25.95 77.94 0.97 0.80 1.26 39.59 0.26 0.29
LAT 11.64 13.04 19.34 70.08 0.87 1.77 1.97 63.92 0.26 0.30
MDF 10.33 11.56 17.36 66.26 1.26 1.08 1.66 40.69 0.26 0.29
PAS 16.16 18.12 27.30 80.09 -0.70 0.87 1.11 -51 .22 0.26 0.29
QS 12.09 13.57 20.37 70.01 0.30 0.07 0.31 12.68 0.26 0.29
SAH 13.85 15.54 23.33 75.54 -0.59 1.03 1.18 -60.24 0.26 0.29
SJP 16.33 18.29 27.55 80.85 1.26 0.95 1.57 37.12 0.26 0.29
SQ 14.42 16.13 24.19 77.68 1.20 0.99 1.55 39.49 0.26 0.29
SRF 9.47 10.51 15.54 64.80 2.08 1.47 2.55 35.31 0.27 0.30
XJ 11.50 12.87 19.28 70.86 1.14 0.77 1.38 33.95 0.26 0.29
Average 12.78 14.30 21.48 72.51 0.82 0.87 1.45 19.68 0.26 0.29
Condition 2
DGray X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 6.59 7.37 10.95 55.31 0.00 1.15 1.15 89.83 0.26 0.30
DRW 3.38 3.76 5.43 40.48 0.95 1.63 1.88 59.82 0.27 0.30
FHI 6.01 6.72 9.95 52.47 0.40 1.43 1.49 74.33 0.27 0.30
GMJ 3.86 4.29 6.32 43.60 1.50 1.22 1.93 39.08 0.27 0.30
HXK 5.12 5.51 8.87 48.68 4.43 -1.77 4.78 -21.81 0.26 0.28
JEG 5.16 5.78 8.50 49.22 0.83 1.35 1.59 58.45 0.27 0.30
LAT 3.09 3.43 4.90 39.17 1.33 2.32 2.68 60.22 0.27 0.30
MDF 1.31 1.43 1.97 24.96 2.07 2.43 3.19 49.56 0.28 0.30
PAS 4.44 4.95 7.29 46.36 0.14 1.41 1.42 84.51 0.27 0.30
QS 6.33 7.09 10.43 53.26 0.56 0.83 1.00 56.00 0.27 0.30
SAH 3.64 4.05 5.86 42.47 0.29 1.86 1.88 81.22 0.27 0.30
SJP 2.24 2.47 3.60 33.71 1.66 1.47 2.21 41.59 0.27 0.30
SQ 3.85 4.28 6.27 44.19 1.47 1.43 2.05 44.16 0.27 0.30
SRF 3.29 3.59 5.13 40.47 2.91 2.10 3.59 35.75 0.27 0.30
XJ 5.38 6.01 8.81 |_ 51.40 1.11 1.43 1.81 52.23 0.27 0.30
Average 4.25 4.71 6.95 44.38 1.31 1.35 2.18 53.66 0.27 0.30
Cond tion 3
D Brown X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 1 .85771 1 .73506 1 .24567 27.3151 1 1 .8558 16.4658 20.29 54.2452 0.38395 0.3586
DRW 1.90917 2.05169 1.48816 29.9659 3.12194 17.1984 17.4795 79.7114 0.35037 0.37652
FHI 3.37817 3.39217 4.12444 38.0112 9.24061 6.3006 11.1842 34.2877 0.31007 0.31136
GMJ 2.15153 2.22596 2.59224 31 .6493 6.08499 6.98051 9.26038 48.921 0.3087 0.31938
HXK 2.17829 1 .98584 1 .7463 29.4838 14.2667 12.8065 19.1715 41.9129 0.36855 0.33599
JEG 1.812 1.78167 1.76719 27.9276 9.00867 10.0715 13.5126 48.1882 0.33801 0.33235
LAT 2.24191 2.06128 1 .28953 30.0575 13.761 20.0716 24.3359 55.5655 0.40086 0.36857
MDF 1 .98695 1 .86735 1.27112 28.4804 12.2329 18.0448 21.8005 55.866 0.38767 0.36433
PAS 2.64845 2.27563 1 .8522 31 .6273 19.6126 15.6426 25.0867 38.5753 0.39084 0.33582
QS 2.00871 1 .87539 1.31203 28.7386 12.6627 17.6436 21.7173 54.3332 0.38658 0.36092
SAH 1.93611 1.86128 1.11561 28.8182 10.2902 20.5705 23.0007 63.4239 0.39408 0.37885
SJP 2.36193 2.37407 2.66514 32.7367 8.60724 7.71555 1 1 .5592 41.8731 0.31913 0.32077
SQ 3.12104 3.18333 2.80461 37.8721 8.24266 15.2895 17.3698 61 .6706 0.34263 0.34947
SRF 2.31771 2.40538 2.62105 33.2127 6.03452 8.83102 10.6959 55.6539 0.31559 0.32752
XJ 2.26956 2.31762 2.60196 32.6111 7.23338 7.80712 10.643 47.1845 0.31569 0.32238
Average 2.27862 2.22625 2.03315 31.2338 10.1504 13.4293 17.1405 52.0942 0.35418 0.34419
Condition 3
M Brown X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 7.53707 7.01899 3.43912 53.0175 19.1983 37.3277 41 .9754 62.7824 0.41884 0.39005
DRW 6.31 536 6.5249 2.98647 51.5963 8.49904 38.2745 39.2068 77.4803 0.39903 0.41227
FHI 9.1407 9.48966 5.96583 60.1042 9.25214 33.0244 34.2959 74.3492 0.37163 0.38582
GMJ 5.22435 5.19346 2.96156 47.198 1 1 .8295 30.3758 32.5979 68.7221 0.39048 0.38817
HXK 7.64966 6.97093 4.43227 53.1256 21 .7265 29.6804 36.7827 53.7952 0.4015 0.36587
JEG 6.49198 6.83164 3.77285 52.7549 7.1544 33.9888 34.7336 78.1132 0.37973 0.39959
LAT 5.54946 4.96651 1 .73575 45.7455 21.0196 40.9412 46.0218 62.8236 0.45295 0.40537
MDF 4.78083 4.70854 2.04567 44.5419 12.3487 35.657 37.7348 70.898 0.41446 0.40819
PAS 6.19213 6.41634 2.72171 51 .2849 8.47863 40.4356 41.315 78.1577 0.40392 0.41854
QS 5.17117 5.2984 2.08532 47.2461 9.03509 39.617 40.6342 77.1528 0.41188 0.42202
SAH 6.31351 6.43009 1 .77934 51 .7522 9.69459 50.5646 51 .4856 79.1466 0.43473 0.44275
SJP 3.6286 3.22044 3.05686 37.9506 19.7816 13.1358 23.7458 33.5858 0.36631 0.3251
SQ 7.59452 7.7289 6.55364 56.4062 11.3178 21.8721 24.6269 62.6405 0.34715 0.35329
SRF 6.47301 6.28081 3.8162 51.7674 15.122 30.6806 34.2049 63.762 0.39065 0.37905
XJ 5.2061 5.30922 3.42907 48.0813 9.66313 27.1549 28.823 70.4118 0.37335 0.38074
Average 6.2179 6.15925 3.38544 50.1715 12.9414 33.5154 36.5456 67.5881 0.39711 0.39179
Condition 3
L Brown X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 16.7605 18.1681 12.2617 78.7627 4.89742 38.6209 38.9301 82.773 0.35517 0.385
DRW 20.8346 23.5101 26.0127 87.6295 -0.28573 17.6284 17.6308 -89.0714 0.29612 0.33415
FHI 18.3239 21.1475 20.2809 83.4057 -3.18803 23.7488 23.9618 -82.3543 0.30666 0.35392
GMJ 19.1817 22.0057 14.9235 86.2656 -2.30781 41 .5902 41.6542 -86.824 0.34185 0.39218
HXK 15.9144 17.6173 16.7562 78.1576 2.24917 22.9133 23.0234 84.3938 0.31647 0.35033
JEG 18.7423 20.9726 17.2522 83.9262 1 .45684 31 .9428 31.976 87.3887 0.329 0.36815
LAT 16.3766 17.7263 1 1 .0356 78.3614 5.16555 41.3192 41.6408 82.8741 0.36281 0.39271
MDF 15.3226 16.5312 12.2479 76.0156 6.33683 33.8539 34.4418 79.398 0.34744 0.37484
PAS 15.8647 18.5033 13.7167 79.7719 -4.35782 35.5547 35.8208 -83.0123 0.32993 0.38481
QS 13.9568 15.218 9.90056 73.9025 4.62715 38.3152 38.5936 83.114 0.35718 0.38945
SAH 18.326 20.3083 19.9634 83.4053 1 .94081 23.0768 23.1583 85.1926 0.31274 0.34657
SJP 1 1 .8005 13.4443 11.1301 70.8701 -0.60086 26.8834 26.8901 -88.7196 0.32441 0.3696
SQ 16.2838 19.492 12.1108 82.5572 -7.77691 43.5714 44.26 -79.88 0.34005 0.40704
SRF 19.2672 22.6535 23.4843 87.9268 -6.02603 21.2946 22.1309 -74.1994 0.29458 0.34636
XJ 14.2707 15.9744 10.9512 76.5116 1 .33069 36.7879 36.812 87.9284 0.34641 0.38776
Average 16.7484 18.8848 15.4685 80.498 0.23075 31.8068 32.0616 5.93343 0.33072 0.37219
Condition 3
Blue X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 5.64523 4.7672 22.6297 44.6674 26.1037 -48.4377 55.0238 -61 .6792 0.17085 0.14428
DRW 5.70052 5.09665 20.7043 46.253 21 .4655 -41.9124 47.0895 -62.8807 0.18096 0.16179
FHI 6.64513 6.82829 23.2843 52.1965 9.32784 -37.0152 38.1724 -75.8559 0.18078 0.18576
GMJ 5.75486 5.08031 21.2772 46.7356 23.1347 -43.4742 49.2465 -61 .9804 0.17921 0.1582
HXK 5.25577 4.56003 20.2684 44.0065 23.438 -45.0985 50.8253 -62.5388 0.1747 0.15158
JEG 5.69269 5.3038 20.6881 47.1914 18.1298 -40.152 44.0553 -65.6994 0.17967 0.16739
LAT 4.20827 2.62836 18.9579 33.944 46.5913 -59.2522 75.3762 -51.8212 0.16315 0.1019
MDF 5.28636 4.86712 19.9271 45.214 18.7638 -41.2341 45.3027 -65.5318 0.17574 0.1618
PAS 7.11693 6.58507 24.8319 51 .8696 20.1348 -40.8979 45.5856 -63.7881 0.18469 0.17089
QS 4.58373 4.46896 16.1839 43.7568 12.9786 -34.4293 36.7943 -69.3454 0.18163 0.17708
SAH 4.52854 4.02085 18.1596 41.9371 20.3647 -43.8114 48.3131 -65.0698 0.16955 0.15054
SJP 3.36224 3.18559 9.50836 37.7553 14.292 -23.9265 27.87 -59.1489 0.2094 0.1984
SQ 6.00315 3.87915 25.9302 41.5416 51 .0078 -63.6457 81 .5633 -51 .2902 0.16763 0.10832
SRF 4.97248 4.61069 16.5726 45.1324 17.8673 -35.1688 39.4472 -63.0674 0.19011 0.17628
XJ 4.37152 4.18878 14.344 43.213 14.4733 -32.1746 35.28 -65.78 0.19086 0.18288
Average 5.27516 4.67139 19.5512 44.3609 22.5382 -42.042 47.9964 -63.0318 0.17993 0.15981
Condition 3
Green X Y Z
L* a* lb*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 3.00808 5.05051 3.3747 45.8462 -33.4152 25.4765 42.0194 -37.3227 0.2631 0.44174
DRW 2.33797 3.57269 1.9617 39.3006 -23.0524 27.307 35.7363 -49.8291 0.29698 0.45383
FHI 4.95617 9.54495 3.4205 60.2517 -53.6353 49.8968 73.256 -42.932 0.27655 0.53259
GMJ 3.05108 4.37707 2.91272 43.696 -19.7263 24.7723 31 .6669 -51 .4696 0.29505 0.42328
HXK 3.21893 5.19269 4.28416 46.6623 -30.5397 19.545 36.2585 -32.6187 0.25354 0.40901
JEG 3.10408 4.99837 2.30423 45.9543 -29.71 35.079 45.9698 -49.7372 0.29828 0.4803
LAT 2.39266 4.2492 1.75061 42.6171 -35.7196 35.3608 50.2621 -44.7108 0.2851 0.50631
MDF 3.67252 6.60754 3.8024 51 .7808 -41 .8546 32.3632 52.9073 -37.7122 0.26079 0.4692
PAS 3.42638 6.09722 2.53483 50.1504 -40.0692 40.2503 56.7946 -45.1292 0.28415 0.50564
QS 2.57043 4.25484 1 .70579 42.7868 -30.2851 36.4255 47.3709 -50.259 0.3013 0.49875
SAH 2.03783 3.82299 1 .96029 40.9708 -38.5892 29.8023 48.7576 -37.6788 0.26055 0.4888
SJP 5.64557 8.83229 9.4917 59.5178 -33.1234 13.6632 35.8307 -22.4159 0.23553 0.36848
SQ 7.07627 13.6099 4.69676 71.4355] -60.9945 58.6071 84.5879 -43.8564 0.27878 0.53618
SRF 3.25164 4.99026 3.46197 46.7659 -26.3198 24.8101 36.1701 -43.3087 0.27783 0.42638
XJ 3.57711 5.93926 3.70002 50.522 -34.4716 29.2237 45.192 -40.2899 0.27066 0.44939
Average 3.5551 1 6.07598 3.42416 49.2172 -35.4337 32.1722 48.1853 -41.9514 0.27588 0.46599
Condition 3
Red X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 8.80688 6.18433 1 .86985 50.1655 48.3611 47.4227 67.7326 44.4386 0.52232 0.36678
DRW 8.47257 6.06178 2.00732 49.9577 46.4202 45.1578 64.7616 44.2102 0.5122 0.36646
FHI 10.2763 7.60969 2.05412 54.7045 45.9525 53.0839 70.2106 49.1186 0.51536 0.38163
GMJ 8.99035 6.33827 3.13575 51 .5369 49.5033 36.3452 61.413 36.286 0.4869 0.34327
HXK 9.32565 6.62381 3.20176 51.9587 48.5796 36.8633 60.9826 37.1921 0.48695 0.34587
JEG 8.04993 5.64499 1 .72429 48.5184 47.976 46.1084 66.5409 43.8628 0.52207 0.3661
LAT 8.19498 5.68639 1 .72088 48.5953 48.5832 46.0421 66.9343 43.4618 0.52524 0.36446
MDF 8.01829 5.84585 1 .7708 49.0693 44.2475 46.6902 64.3259 46.5387 0.51284 0.3739
PAS 7.26703 4.96585 1 .85476 45.7759 48.5834 40.0062 62.9352 39.4699 0.51584 0.3525
QS 9.02036 6.02855 2.00523 50.0272 54.4401 45.3125 70.8304 39.7719 0.52893 0.35349
SAH 9.30252 6.4653 1.63014 51.8757 50.7757 52.6835 73.1691 46.0564 0.53469 0.37161
SJP 7.48729 5.5771 3.46905 48.7879 41.9792 28.3806 50.6726 34.0612 0.45286 0.33732
SQ 9.78856 6.79849 3.3188 53.3757 52.9303 37.5415 64.892 35.3467 0.49174 0.34153
SRF 9.60264 6.69235 3.01779 53.2164 52.0412 39.6632 65.4328 37.3129 0.49722 0.34652
XJ 8.55295 6.15802 3.03839 51.3289 47.1115 36.0473 59.3204 37.4214 0.48187 0.34694
Average 8.74375 6.17872 2.38793 50.5929 48.499 42.4899 64.6769 40.9699 0.5058 0.35723
Condition 3
LGray X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 23.7408 26.517 40.4901 91.4918 0.89804 -0.45786 1 .00802 -27.0143 0.26161 0.2922
DRW 22.8794 25.6742 38.6082 90.7163 0.56008 0.29455 0.63281 27.7406 0.26249 0.29456
FHI 25.6499 28.7222 43.8988 94.0857 1.23143 -1.17932 1 .70506 -43.7615 0.26101 0.29228
GMJ 23.0369 25.8002 38.8712 91.8346 1.29021 0.54769 1.40165 23.0012 0.26265 0.29416
HXK 23.5392 26.0524 40.1514 91.2732 2.59534 -1 .62238 3.0607 -32.01 0.2623 0.2903
JEG 23.087 25.8587 39.1548 91.1514 1.41596 0.31001 1 .4495 12.3495 0.26205 0.29351
LAT 25.472 28.4575 43.2579 94.4894 0.98923 -0.87274 1.31919 -41 .4202 0.26209 0.29281
MDF 24.1936 27.0999 41.1314 92.4966 1.5661 0.18275 1 .57673 6.65579 0.26176 0.29321
PAS 24.1926 27.1224 41.111 92.7922 1 .20542 0.7609 1 .42549 32.2614 0.26175 0.29345
QS 23.4159 26.1004 39.2544 91.6137 2.10605 0.85241 2.27201 22.0353 0.26378 0.29402
SAH 24.4632 27.3496 42.0616 93.7745 0.74783 -0.86719 1.1451 -49.227 0.2606 0.29134
SJP 27.4057 30.6665 46.6039 98.3525 2.16921 -0.91733 2.3552 -22.9229 0.26181 0.29297
SQ 23.6361 26.45 40.0549 93.1134 1 .87361 -0.13096 1.87818 -3.99846 0.26221 0.29343
SRF 26.0651 28.9974 46.4052 96.8415 2.38476 -3.57541 4.29775 -56.2971 0.25688 0.28578
XJ 19.7757 22.1434 32.9896 87.15 1.43812 0.61562 1 .56435 23.1743 0.264 0.29561
Average 24.0369 26.8674 40.9363 92.7451 1 .49809 -0.40395 1.80612 -8.6289 0.2618 0.29264
Condition 3
M Gray X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 14.5595 16.3104 24.304 75.416 0.37337 0.89244 0.9674 67.2972 0.26388 0.29562
DRW 10.43 1 1 .7004 17.1301 66.1232 0.4678 1 .48228 1 .55435 72.4847 0.26566 0.29802
FHI 14.568 16.3371 24.3732 75.2115 0.82626 0.29255 0.87652 19.4972 0.26354 0.29554
GMJ 10.7589 12.066 17.805 67.7026 0.83471 1.4187 1 .64604 59.5292 0.2648 0.29697
HXK 13.1685 14.6713 22.4158 72.5859 1 .29704 -0.89507 1 .5759 -34.609 0.26203 0.29193
JEG 12.249 13.759 20.2848 70.8277 0.78731 1 .57562 1.76138 63.4495 0.2646 0.29722
LAT 16.8558 18.9304 27.9376 80.4514 0.13597 0.87651 0.88699 81.1824 0.26451 0.29707
MDF 9.50396 10.6771 15.7177 63.5386 0.81012 1.52213 1 .72429 61 .9768 0.26474 0.29742
PAS 16.0938 18.0682 26.9259 79.0152 0.8603 1.58538 1 .80376 61.5136 0.26345 0.29577
QS 14.4821 15.9825 23.2137 75.3833 3.1029 2.53606 4.00744 39.2597 0.26979 0.29775
SAH 15.9924 17.8948 27.0807 79.3001 0.53127 0.13172 0.54736 13.9252 0.26231 0.29351
SJP 9.86501 11.0719 16.2168 65.4264 1.19268 1 .06985 1 .60221 41 .8925 0.26552 0.298
SQ 13.7668 15.4302 22.7609 75.1717 1 .35734 1 .26232 1 .8536 42.9229 0.26496 0.29697
SRF 9.31537 10.4272 15.2509 64.2426 0.9847 1 .62066 1 .89635 58.7175 0.2662 0.29798
XJ 10.8638 12.1824 17.804 68.521 1 0.99917 1.43189 1 .74605 55.0927 0.26594 0.29822
Average 12.8315 14.3673 21.2814 71.9278 0.97073 1.1202 1.62997 46.9421 0.2648 0.29653
Cond tion 3
DGray X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 5.68176 6.36256 9.04388 50.7951 0.31004 2.43886 2.45849 82.7552 0.26943 0.30171
DRW 4.3101 4.8207 6.67641 45.1085 0.61018 3.01579 3.0769 78.5619 0.27267 0.30497
FHI 4.30903 4.80658 6.71503 44.6648 1.01618 2.45554 2.65749 67.5186 0.2722 0.30363
GMJ 5.39683 6.04147 8.57613 50.4658 0.83807 2.5828 2.71536 72.0227 0.26965 0.30186
HXK 6.77673 7.45467 1 1 .336 54.689 2.33367 -0.52087 2.3911 -12.5821 0.26505 0.29157
JEG 4.50576 5.044 7.03296 46.1423 0.86893 3.0801 1 3.20033 74.2457 0.27171 0.30417
LAT 6.85699 7.6992 10.9293 55.4612 0.1244 2.22722 2.23069 86.8031 0.26905 0.3021
MDF 2.80211 3.12728 4.14236 36.8221 1 .0405 4.12557 4.25475 75.8448 0.27821 0.3105
PAS 8.33706 9.36554 13.5944 60.3248 0.62442 2.41175 2.49128 75.4843 0.26639 0.29925
QS 6.36348 7.12854 10.1292 53.8209 0.8631 2.80037 2.93036 72.8702 0.2694 0.30179
SAH 3.64447 4.05699 5.8724 42.1102 0.75589 1 .55398 1 .72807 64.0607 0.26849 0.29888
SJP 4.87537 5.45915 7.69478 48.3279 1.15739 2.24468 2.5255 62.7237 0.27041 0.30279
SQ 4.40378 4.92825 6.83743 46.3209 1 .06632 3.01846 3.20127 70.5433 0.27235 0.30479
SRF 4.316 4.81369 6.70334 46.0167 1 .08432 2.96733 3.15924 69.9268 0.27259 0.30403
XJ 5.33897 5.97361 8.41372 50.65 1 .00288 2.52086 2.71302 68.3057 0.27065 0.30282
Average 5.19456 5.80548 8.24649 48.7814 0.91309 2.4615 2.78226 67.2723 0.27055 0.30232
Condition 4
D Brown X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 1 .38689 1.13722 0.63477 21.9844 18.0693 18.6624 25.9766 45.925 0.43905 0.36001
DRW 1.33122 1 .34701 0.89086 24.1418 6.24608 16.8048 17.928 69.6107 0.37299 0.37741
FHI 2.236 2.21231 2.57464 31 .4753 9.30646 7.09624 1 1 .7033 37.3258 0.31838 0.31501
GMJ 1 .55464 1 .54479 1.98811 26.6389 7.94919 4.10593 8.94697 27.3173 0.30558 0.30364
HXK 1.21278 0.97093 0.68576 20.3834 18.9504 14.3662 23.7804 37.1655 0.42265 0.33837
JEG 1.61047 1.5148 1 .75085 25.8449 1 1 .4489 6.43498 13.1334 29.3387 0.33028 0.31066
LAT 1.17881 1.05158 0.61213 21.1591 13.1319 17.6582 22.0059 53.3628 0.41471 0.36995
MDF 1.61462 1 .5437 1 .23502 25.7071 9.99535 13.6091 16.8854 53.7042 0.36752 0.35137
PAS 1 .6532 1 .53969 1 .25207 26.1305 11.9718 13.9875 18.4113 49.4401 0.37193 0.34639
QS 1 .03943 0.85738 0.57553 18.7109 16.5165 14.4225 21 .9273 41.1281 0.42042 0.34679
SAH 2.02152 1 .89926 0.74736 29.2622 11.919 28.3234 30.729 67.1778 0.43305 0.40686
SJP 1.91944 1 .88742 2.45752 29.4873 9.37503 3.85196 10.1355 22.3365 0.30641 0.30129
SQ 1 .4771 1 1 .52305 1 .97669 26.4948 5.66751 3.82795 6.83914 34.0359 0.2968 0.30603
SRF 1.71677 1.71154 1 .96378 28.2616 8.03469 6.95212 10.6249 40.8684 0.31839 0.31742
XJ 1.61367 1 .63061 1 .94882 27.5961 7.04103 5.84627 9.15178 39.7033 0.31073 0.314
Average 1.5711 1.49142 1.41959 25.5519 11.0415 11.73 16.5452 43.2293 0.36192 0.33768
Condition 4
M Brown X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 6.66693 6.32068 3.45738 51.2841 16.7979 33.6155 37.5788 63.4484 0.40541 0.38435
DRW 5.22979 5.26608 2.45172 47.2366 10.2994 35.5894 37.0498 73.8598 0.40392 0.40672
FHI 11.2191 12.0836 9.09473 67.6085 5.87871 30.299 30.864 79.0197 0.3463 0.37298
GMJ 4.45496 4.441 1 2.76966 44.6288 1 1 .0089 27.0125 29.1697 67.8267 0.38188 0.3807
HXK 6.23675 5.91874 3.95705 50.4636 16.9195 27.8455 32.5829 58.7162 0.38707 0.36734
JEG 5.85466 5.68103 4.50293 49.0129 14.7103 22.0608 26.5155 56.3043 0.36504 0.35421
LAT 4.57847 4.23271 1 .08273 43.1094 17.6288 45.7869 49.0634 68.9424 0.46276 0.42781
MDF 5.20929 5.01414 2.40303 45.7666 14.1723 33.7116 36.5695 67.1982 0.41257 0.39711
PAS 4.56342 4.50868 1 .94088 44.2747 1 1 .7288 36.0431 37.9034 71 .9745 0.41437 0.4094
QS 4.54676 4.31344 2.3528 43.4771 15.3335 29.9157 33.6164 62.8623 0.40549 0.38468
SAH 10.6133 11.5163 7.21293 66.5363 4.03818 36.4565 36.6795 83.6793 0.3617 0.39248
SJP 2.94876 2.57954 2.77352 34.4795 19.4671 9.39083 21.6138 25.7524 0.35519 0.31072
SQ 4.89117 5.18843 6.80376 47.9406 5.85322 5.39922 7.96315 42.6895 0.2897 0.30731
SRF 5.79093 5.50282 3.07177 49.3272 16.5897 32.1172 36.1488 62.682 0.40311 0.38306
XJ 4.21203 4.03879 2.29589 42.9859 14.1782 28.488 31.8211 63.5409 0.39937 0.38294
Average 5.80109 5.77374 3.74472 48.5421 12.9736 28.9154 32.3426 63.2331 0.38626 0.37745
Cond tion 4
L Brown X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 14.6541 15.3749 11.1807 74.4888 8.88486 34.1749 35.311 75.4267 0.3556 0.37309
DRW 19.1101 21.582 20.6866 85.1977 -0.50277 24.9696 24.9747 -88.8465 0.31135 0.35162
FHI 12.6863 14.4406 7.23466 72.7252 -0.85905 47.4816 47.4894 -88.9635 0.3692 0.42025
GMJ 16.3125 17.7 11.1932 80.1258 5.42752 42.256 42.6031 82.6808 0.36085 0.39154
HXK 17.0544 18.8084 21.1622 81.7143 3.08786 16.7735 17.0553 79.5691 0.29907 0.32983
JEG 17.3761 19.9049 16.0875 82.7439 -1.76805 32.6159 32.6638 -86.8971 0.32559 0.37297
LAT 17.6225 19.2144 10.2564 81 .8722 5.05049 49.9894 50.2439 84.2309 0.3742 0.40801
MDF 17.0265 18.6237 17.3832 79.6557 3.8301 24.162 24.4637 80.9926 0.32105 0.35117
PAS 15.6884 18.4626 14.0665 80.4309 -5.83728 34.9002 35.385 -80.5048 0.32537 0.3829
QS 13.8848 15.3396 9.20525 74.7848 2.87398 42.0781 42.1761 86.0927 0.36131 0.39916
SAH 18.414 20.9458 18.2281 84.7487 -1.92266 29.5295 29.592 -86.2747 0.31975 0.36372
SJP 13.9101 15.8738 13.8817 76.5041 -1.16147 26.6774 26.7027 -87.507 0.31856 0.36353
SQ 12.4745 14.5988 9.72415 74.2686 -4.53904 37.5379 37.8114 -83.1053 0.33901 0.39673
SRF 18.5844 21.8667 22.6989 87.4728 -6.19118 21 .5746 22.4454 -73.9883 0.29429 0.34627
XJ 14.7207 15.8493 1 1 .6772 77.0394 6.32283 34.5077 35.0822 79.6169 0.34844 0.37516
Average 15.968 17.9057 14.3111 79.5849 0.84641 33.2819 33.6 -7.16518 0.33491 0.37506
Condition 4
Blue X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 4.73977 3.16795 20.6088 37.4462 43.4624 -57.2401 71.8708 -52.7906 0.16621 0.11109
DRW 3.69658 3.39339 14.4933 38.6199 16.5461 -38.6163 42.0119 -66.8061 0.17127 0.15722
FHI 6.88684 5.61693 27.6202 48.7667 32.1079 -53.2098 62.1466 -58.8924 0.17164 0.13999
GMJ 4.82063 4.19674 17.5486 43.4958 23.1489 -40.866 46.9671 -60.4702 0.18146 0.15797
HXK 5.45556 4.28448 21.6927 43.677 32.9357 -50.0651 59.9272 -56.6608 0.17356 0.13631
JEG 4.67215 4.31975 17.6988 43.3395 17.7972 -39.7725 43.5728 -65.8927 0.17505 0.16184
LAT 3.81928 2.54626 17.8115 33.8982 41.3571 -56.7122 70.1903 -53.8988 0.15797 0.10532
MDF 4.54651 4.18592 16.8083 42.1593 17.2859 -38.9179 42.5841 -66.051 0.17801 0.16389
PAS 4.6286 4.40597 16.6329 43.8135 15.0034 -35.7802 38.7985 -67.2506 0.18033 0.17166
QS 2.98983 2.68187 11.1934 34.7639 17.4583 -34.6323 38.7838 -63.2471 0.17728 0.15902
SAH 5.45234 5.38229 19.7509 48.0515 12.0774 -37.6495 39.5392 -72.2145 0.17827 0.17598
SJP 3.66136 3.08917 1 1 .4789 37.6062 23.7254 -32.235 40.0249 -53.6464 0.20085 0.16946
SQ 4.20054 2.74647 18.5257 35.7237 44.5873 -57.2236 72.5436 -52.0751 0.1649 0.10782
SRF 4.44208 3.99422 15.9711 42.7096 19.8892 -38.2624 43.123 -62.5341 0.182 0.16365
XJ 4.0538 4.03785 13.7193 42.9813 10.7937 -31.1623 32.9786 -70.8955 0.18586 0.18513
Average 4.53772 3.86995 17.437 41.1368 24.5451 -42.823 I 49.6708 -61 .5551 0.17631 0.15109
Condition 4
Green X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 2.20231 4.0154 2.53415 41 .8408 -37.2196 25.4387 45.0824 -34.3516 0.25164 0.45881
DRW 3.22137 5.27683 3.13695 47.2796 -32.0766 29.3755 43.4951 -42.4832 0.27687 0.45352
FHI 5.22823 9.52121 2.99515 61 .2235 -48.9011 54.5197 73.2375 -48.1097 0.29464 0.53657
GMJ 2.92685 4.23035 2.80342 43.6542 -20.3763 25.0184 32.2663 -50.8388 0.29384 0.42471
HXK 2.6092 4.38818 3.09054 44.1546 -32.3705 23.828 40.1949 -36.3569 0.25865 0.43499
JEG 2.29794 3.75209 2.34791 40.6172 -28.0945 25.1525 37.7087 -41.8376 0.27363 0.44679
LAT 1.91966 3.83593 1 .0978 41.2015 -42.6699 42.2381 60.0398 -44.7087 0.2801 0.55971
MDF 2.45007 4.38192 1 .74449 43.0532 -36.4728 36.4029 51 .5309 -44.945 0.28567 0.51092
PAS 3.21968 5.67293 3.53384 49.0711 -38.7485 29.305 48.5822 -37.0998 0.2591 0.45652
QS 1.61509 3.09198 0.98919 37.2297 -37.0165 37.3642 52.5957 -45.2679 0.28353 0.54281
SAH 2.78026 4.9847 3.6872 46.4339 -38.8946 23.0111 45.1918 -30.6097 0.24277 0.43526
SJP 3.26201 4.3679 6.52821 44.167 -14.176 0.45471 14.1833 -1.83721 0.2304 0.30851
SQ 4.10162 7.79445 2.99534 57.2307 -50.2321 46.5022 68.4523 -42.7919 0.27544 0.52342
SRF 2.66739 4.30638 2.82525 44.2009 -29.2116 25.493 38.7713 -41.1113 0.27221 0.43947
XJ 2.21106 3.69267 2.2878 41 .2503 -30.2326 25.5817 39.6034 -40.2366 0.26992 0.45079
Average 2.84752 4.88753 2.83982 45.5072 -34.4462 29.9791 46.0624 -38.8391 0.26989 0.46552
Cond tion 4
Red X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 7.97125 5.32535 1.12071 47.5487 51 .7278 52.9691 74.0371 45.6793 0.55289 0.36937
DRW 6.31559 4.64957 1 .40554 44.6658 39.7397 43.5883 58.9846 47.6444 0.51053 0.37585
FHI 1 1 .0075 8.36804 1 .90003 57.9707 45.104 59.9788 75.0455 53.0569 0.51738 0.39332
GMJ 7.90622 5.43227 2.67097 48.84 50.2435 35.2049 61 .3498 35.0184 0.49385 0.33932
HXK 8.49218 5.92579 3.17977 50.4899 49.6871 33.9895 60.2005 34.3749 0.48257 0.33674
JEG 7.5882 5.41646 1 .34086 47.9876 45.7624 50.2035 67.9308 47.6496 0.52896 0.37757
LAT 9.38317 5.8576 1 .22643 49.8704 62.0954 55.0631 82.9927 41.565 0.56981 0.35571
MDF 7.66293 5.75701 1 .75209 48.6777 40.1226 46.0054 61.0436 48.9074 0.50507 0.37945
PAS 6.39969 4.18285 1 .44774 42.7863 50.5451 39.7957 64.3312 38.2145 0.53197 0.34769
QS 6.86618 4.34035 0.9425 43.6005 54.8187 49.2183 73.6718 41.9187 0.56516 0.35726
SAH 10.0913 8.00579 2.36359 57.1153 38.6476 53.0871 65.6649 53.9452 0.4932 0.39128
SJP 8.04761 5.85437 3.81838 50.3378 45.3334 28.0013 53.284 31 .7026 0.45414 0.33038
SQ 7.62149 5.20647 2.36252 48.0146 50.3805 36.6788 62.318 36.056 0.50173 0.34275
SRF 9.0493 6.0533 2.44854 51 .4367 55.3353 41.616 69.2379 36.9457 0.5156 0.3449
XJ 6.98321 5.14504 2.30338 47.9431 42.0816 36.9554 56.005 41.2891 0.48388 0.35651
Average 8.09239 5.70135 2.01887 49.1524 48.1083 44.157 65.7398 42.2645 0.51378 0.35987
Condition 4
LGray X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 25.1852 28.2307 43.0194 94.8065 0.22746 0.12383 0.25898 28.5645 0.26116 0.29274
DRW 21 .4452 23.9861 36.5908 88.8237 0.93648 -0.08205 0.94007 -5.00714 0.26146 0.29243
FHI 25.0435 28.0272 43.1038 94.6739 1 .62632 -0.4273 1.68152 -14.7213 0.2604 0.29142
GMJ 16.855 18.8774 28.5429 82.2116 1.03971 0.63464 1.2181 31.4001 0.26223 0.2937
HXK 22.2041 24.7406 38.242 91 .0642 1 .79364 -0.18169 1 .80282 -5.78402 0.26065 0.29043
JEG 22.6968 25.3976 38.7452 91.0997 1.68817 0.16855 1 .69656 5.70148 0.26136 0.29247
LAT 24.7265 27.6267 42.2458 94.4655 1.79414 0.09395 1.7966 2.99757 0.26138 0.29204
MDF 23.543 26.4471 39.9427 91.518 0.16851 -0.37056 0.40707 -65.5469 0.26178 0.29408
PAS 25.1359 28.1326 43.1237 94.9657 1.23951 0.49309 1 .33399 21.6933 0.26077 0.29186
QS 23.0684 25.6867 38.6836 91 .8064 2.18665 1.18605 2.48759 28.4756 0.26382 0.29377
SAH 24.3895 27.3734 41 .6484 94.1497 0.01551 0.02003 0.02533 52.2384 0.2611 0.29304
SJP 27.7256 31 .0622 47.2832 99.703 1 .60962 -0.3417 1 .64549 -11.985 0.26139 0.29284
SQ 19.846 22.2007 33.7317 87.8056 1 .48234 0.2016 1 .49599 7.74489 0.2619 0.29297
SRF 25.1946 27.9693 45.4899 96.3205 2.62595 -4.06662 4.84077 -57.1483 0.25538 0.28351
XJ 20.3589 22.7654 34.4104 88.9759 1 .3704 0.48594 1 .45401 19.5243 0.26258 0.29362
Average 23.1612 25.9016 39.6536 92.1593 1.32029 -0.13748 1.53899 2.54315 0.26116 0.29206
Condition 4
M Gray X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 10.5452 11.8012 17.7779 66.8515 0.36307 0.63832 0.73435 60.369 0.26281 0.29412
DRW 9.07961 10.1555 15.2648 62.7118 0.70187 0.60604 0.92731 40.8095 0.26318 0.29436
FHI 15.1603 16.9776 25.6315 77.6435 1 .28797 0.6338 1 .43547 26.2015 0.26243 0.29389
GMJ 8.832 9.88215 14.7237 63.1528 0.94797 1.17684 1.51115 51.1478 0.26413 0.29554
HXK 11.7982 12.9542 20.9643 70.2933 3.27956 -2.44327 4.08962 -36.6861 0.25807 0.28336
JEG 10.8896 12.1854 18.2707 67.8438 1.32131 0.96209 1 .63447 36.0595 0.26338 0.29472
LAT 12.0226 13.4281 20.1256 70.8539 1 .45353 1 .07244 1 .80634 36.4206 0.26379 0.29463
MDF 9.53894 10.6855 15.5929 63.4852 0.44643 1.29021 1 .36526 70.9137 0.26632 0.29833
PAS 18.7186 21.0832 31 .6647 84.7932 0.20816 1 .62363 1 .63692 82.6941 0.26192 0.29501
QS 14.0564 15.5581 22.7148 75.2139 2.64153 2.61052 3.71382 44.6617 0.26861 0.29731
SAH 13.5544 15.1984 22.9006 74.5328 0.13495 0.52121 0.53839 75.4838 0.26241 0.29424
SJP 15.0985 16.9008 25.5046 78.4574 1 .43238 0.1915 1.44513 7.615 0.26256 0.29391
SQ 11.2612 12.6008 18.9307 69.947 1.19385 0.72269 1 .39555 31.1885 0.26316 0.29446
SRF 8.80528 9.81531 14.6758 63.2258 1.38158 0.98824 1 .69864 35.5761 0.26445 0.29479
XJ 1 1 .4475 12.8169 19.0867 70.6814 0.9732 1.1392 1 .4983 49.4934 0.26407 0.29565
Average 12.0539 13.4696 20.2553 70.6458 1.18449 0.78223 1.69538 40.7965 0.26342 0.29429
Condition 4
DGray X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 4.8415 5.39885 7.94966 47.8398 0.60793 1.32173 1 .45483 65.2998 0.26616 0.2968
DRW 3.44514 3.82244 5.54274 40.8312 1.16711 1 .59899 1.97962 53.8741 0.26893 0.29839
FHI 8.27784 L 9.28341 13.7623 60.5751 0.89521 1.31469 1 .59053 55.748 0.26427
0.29637
GMJ 3.78755 4.20502 6.15883 43.5349 1.38198 1.46419 2.01338 46.6544 0.26764 0.29715
HXK 5.67895 6.2981 9.82259 51 .8543 1.59612 -0.46502 1 .66248 -16.243 0.26051 0.28891
JEG 5.71943 6.39274 9.3363 51.6217 1.17685 1 .78729 2.13994 56.637 0.26666 0.29805
LAT 3.88589 4.32403 6.25879 43.5315 1.31645 1.9118 2.32121 55.449 0.26857 0.29885
MDF 2.35981 2.62968 3.39934 33.8107 0.65443 4.17726 4.22821 81.0961 0.2813 0.31347
PAS 6.82675 7.62889 1 1 .3227 55.8245 0.96159 1.64106 1 .90204 59.6316 0.26483 0.29594
QS 5.65853 6.28205 9.17312 51.418 1.65711 1 .92377 2.53907 49.2588 0.268 0.29753
SAH 3.62362 4.02616 5.84038 42.1439 0.85169 1 .59205 1 .80555 61 .8548 0.26861 0.29845
SJP 3.16295 3.5002 5.13734 39.8854 1 .77205 1 .00053 2.035 29.4498 0.26804 0.29661
SQ 2.77095 3.07236 4.45291 37.6936 1.45419 1 .54772 2.12371 46.7846 0.26912 0.2984
SRF 3.81465 4.23269 6.20717 43.8555 1.44151 1 .40659 2.01406 44.2975 0.26761 0.29694
XJ 4.3432 4.84369 7.07451 46.6695 1 .05848 1.51496 1.8481 55.0584 0.26709 0.29786
Average 4.54645 5.06269 7.42924 46.0726 1.19951 1.58251 2.11052 49.6567 0.26782 0.29798
Cond tion 5
D Brown X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 1 .6991 3 1.61484 1.24319 26.4177 10.4093 14.7892 18.0852 54.8603 0.37285 0.35435
DRW 1 .83666 1 .76609 1 .32493 27.9974 10.4708 15.9372 19.0691 56.6948 0.37272 0.3584
FHI 2.09272 2.22815 1 .93732 31 .3906 4.08272 14.0754 14.6556 73.8246 0.3344 0.35604
GMJ 2.37942 2.45857 2.6057 33.53 6.3678 9.59949 11.5195 56.4418 0.31966 0.33029
HXK 1 .74636 1 .65598 1 .45745 27.0017 11.1541 12.3479 16.6398 47.9078 0.35935 0.34075
JEG 1.56511 1 .54671 1 .44966 25.7283 8.26408 10.8116 13.6083 52.6066 0.34312 0.33908
LAT 1 .83794 1 .72233 1 .25639 27.5317 12.1444 16.2444 20.2822 53.2182 0.38158 0.35758
MDF 2.29076 2.15365 1 .3033 30.5335 12.4374 20.9913 24.3992 59.3532 0.39855 0.3747
PAS 1.78169 1 .75086 1 .34898 27.6897 8.93633 15.4112 17.8147 59.8924 0.36499 0.35867
QS 2.03487 1.91495 1.30331 28.8545 12.2662 18.2065 21.9531 56.0308 0.38736 0.36453
SAH 2.23602 2.12076 1.35107 30.9574 1 1 .6892 20.3987 23.5105 60.1858 0.39174 0.37155
SJP 2.58345 2.63277 3.16333 34.785 7.54056 6.48866 9.94801 40.712 0.3083 0.31419
SQ 2.23539 2.31055 2.65864 32.6003 6.2364 7.37408 9.65762 49.7782 0.31027 0.32071
SRF 2.30425 2.33934 2.63763 32.6869 7.53534 7.85813 10.8872 46.2013 0.31646 0.32128
XJ 2.19587 2.26408 2.57577 32.2446 6.44279 7.45822 9.85569 49.1779 0.3121 0.3218
Average 2.05464 2.03198 1 .841 1 1 29.9966 9.06516 13.1995 16.1257 54.459 0.35156 0.34559
Condition 5
M Brown X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 5.47003 5.45125 2.91203 47.6311 1 1 .0672 32.2231 34.0707 71 .0448 0.39542 0.39407
DRW 4.93329 4.69812 2.21492 44.9627 15.4031 33.9927 37.3197 65.6233 0.41644 0.39659
FHI 6.01415 6.17895 3.50597 50.5807 9.23753 32.376 33.668 74.0755 0.38309 0.39359
GMJ 5.39488 5.55663 3.28948 48.9997 8.66282 30.149 31 .3689 73.9689 0.37883 0.39019
HXK 5.28429 4.97481 3.14736 46.0478 16.7765 27.1077 31 .8792 58.2473 0.39416 0.37108
JEG 5.56423 5.96286 3.6932 49.4304 5.09801 29.3161 29.7561 80.135 0.36558 0.39177
LAT 5.54802 5.31267 1.9166 47.3681 15.5897 41.5555 44.3836 69.4362 0.43421 0.41579
MDF 5.24159 5.20079 1 .98258 46.4306 1 1 .597 39.5094 41.1763 73.6417 0.42186 0.41858
PAS 4.70225 4.14947 2.23567 42.2496 21.5189 29.5255 36.5351 53.9144 0.4241 1 0.37425
QS 5.48703 5.40662 2.2829 47.3961 12.917 38.0272 40.1611 71.2385 0.41642 0.41032
SAH 6.36346 6.33289 2.09991 51.6199 1 1 .9284 46.4335 47.9411 75.5927 0.43007 0.42801
SJP 4.74081 4.50377 3.52964 44.7375 15.4303 20.6323 25.7641 53.2082 0.37112 0.35257
SQ 4.87223 4.79025 3.62256 45.9707 12.5787 22.1253 25.451 60.3808 0.36675 0.36057
SRF 5.36664 5.11512 3.38702 47.1927 15.7794 26.2541 30.6311 58.993 0.38696 0.36882
XJ 4.12321 3.9904 2.88601 42.2761 13.3076 21 .8283 25.565 58.6313 0.37485 0.36278
Average 5.27374 5.17497 2.84706 46.8596 13.1262 31.4037 34.3781 66.5421 0.39732 0.3886
Condition 5
L Brown X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 15.2079 16.8963 12.8198 76.7757 1 .32999 32.9641 32.9909 87.6896 0.33853 0.3761 1
DRW 17.1827 18.7107 14.1778 80.6316 5.14885 34.5638 34.9452 81.5271 0.34317 0.37368
FHI 13.9777 15.2444 11.1089 73.9664 4.59315 34.0609 34.3692 82.3199 0.34657 0.37798
GMJ 15.3545 16.6152 1 1 .5295 77.6431 5.68932 37.0171 37.4518 81 .2623 0.35298 0.38196
HXK 14.1484 14.9463 10.5993 73.5321 8.75569 34.6456 35.7348 75.8171 0.35644 0.37654
JEG 16.4877 19.179 15.2712 80.5836 -3.90382 32.5094 32.743 -83.1526 0.32368 0.37652
LAT 16.2976 17.4955 10.2954 78.2775 7.13939 43.9819 44.5576 80.7799 0.36966 0.39683
MDF 13.6173 14.7535 9.80799 72.3772 4.93609 36.2869 36.621 1 82.2536 0.35667 0.38643
PAS 15.2815 17.6398 12.8835 78.361 -2.9548 35.5703 35.6928 -85.2514 0.33362 0.38511
QS 16.5086 17.8907 1 1 .2822 78.4706 5.93345 41 .472 41 .8944 81.8579 0.36138 0.39164
SAH 16.4813 18.4279 12.3635 80.5381 0.53812 39.7702 39.7738 89.2248 0.34864 0.38982
SJP 14.255 15.7875 11.1079 76.2648 2.44689 35.8523 35.9357 86.0957 0.34641 0.38365
SQ 18.3108 19.3387 14.9129 82.6756 9.52777 34.3493 35.6462 74.4971 0.34836 0.36792
SRF 17.2164 19.2112 13.9832 82.2273 1 .60063 36.6906 36.7255 87.502 0.34152 0.38109
XJ 1 1 .023 11.9685 7.96473 68.0422 4.84198 34.583 34.9204 82.0298 0.35608 0.38663
Average 15.4234 16.9403 12.0072 77.3578 3.70818 36.2878 36.6668 60.2969 0.34825 0.38213
Condition 5
Blue X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 3.79132 3.0454 14.9092 36.4065 26.6292 -43.193 50.742 -58.3455 0.17435 0.14004
DRW 4.01109 3.67327 14.1194 40.1617 17.5551 -35.0305 39.1831 -63.3828 0.18396 0.16847
FHI 4.40989 3.95055 15.839 41 .3583 19.8844 -37.3545 42.3172 -61.9729 0.18223 0.16325
GMJ 4.32538 4.03843 14.4258 42.4402 16.4284 -33.3294 37.1584 -63.7609 0.1898 0.1772
HXK 4.65582 4.24319 16.3992 42.8435 18.8417 -37.0136 41.5334 -63.0217 0.18404 0.16773
JEG 4.66668 4.06669 17.7863 41 .5937 22.5249 -41.7011 47.3957 -61 .6243 0.17597 0.15335
LAT 4.51758 3.95798 17.2583 41 .4457 22.0048 -41.8014 47.2395 -62.2371 0.17555 0.1538
MDF 4.44942 3.75266 17.3758 39.9957 24.4143 -43.9226 50.2518 -60.9326 0.17396 0.14672
PAS 5.85877 4.95647 22.8816 45.8044 26.9282 -47.3868 54.5035 -60.392 0.17387 0.14709
QS 4.2085 3.88881 15.3256 40.8014 17.1231 -36.5253 40.3398 -64.8828 0.17967 0.16603
SAH 4.49405 4.09127 16.5886 42.4556 18.2167 -38.9304 42.9817 -64.9237 0.17852 0.16252
SJP 4.93555 4.53949 16.5114 44.8977 18.4852 -35.6355 40.1446 -62.5829 0.18993 0.17469
SQ 4.50634 3.60873 16.8324 40.3878 29.4588 -44.1526 53.078 -56.2886 0.18063 0.14465
SRF 5.07208 4.55908 17.9731 44.8145 20.6585 -39.3926 44.4809 -62.3263 0.18374 0.16516
XJ 3.89366 3.72788 12.3746 40.969 13.939 -29.5483 32.671 -64.7451 0.19472 0.18643
Average 4.51974 4.00666 16.44 41 .7584 20.8728 -38.9945 44.268 -62.0946 0.1814 0.16114
Condition 5
Green X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 2.47393 3.81014 2.12821 40.47 -24.3801 27.5665 36.8009 -48.5101 0.29409 0.45293
DRW 2.3844 4.05494 1 .90343 42.0431 -31.8814 32.4625 45.4999 -45.5174 0.2858 0.48604
FHI 2.10116 3.58965 1 .58508 39.5556 -30.8319 32.529 44.8189 -46.5343 0.28878 0.49336
GMJ 3.08131 4.59627 3.04195 45.0159 -23.3556 25.3889 34.4976 -47.3886 0.28745 0.42878
HXK 2.38614 3.96768 2.08146 41.5413 -29.9689 29.6217 42.1377 -44.6662 0.28288 0.47037
JEG 2.78469 4.57029 2.26597 43.8792 -30.1381 32.2914 44.1706 -46.9754 0.28944 0.47504
LAT 1 .98578 3.32557 1.53718 38.207 -28.6509 30.5601 41.8902 -46.8468 0.28996 0.48559
MDF 2.21733 3.71064 1 .60864 39.7859 -29.744 32.6379 44.1581 -47.6561 0.29421 0.49235
PAS 2.88075 5.11351 1 .85948 46.4504 -37.6649 40.9918 55.6684 -47.4219 0.29235 0.51894
QS 2.28608 3.98156 1 .73687 41.2495 -33.0257 33.6373 47.1399 -45.5256 0.2856 0.49742
SAH 2.48991 4.26437 2.11823 43.2687 -33.5623 31.8314 46.2566 -43.4838 0.28063 0.48063
SJP 4.63109 6.40281 5.0725 52.2949 -19.3001 22.858 29.9163 -49.8241 0.28753 0.39753
SQ 2.63252 3.91581 2.99521 41 .9439 -21 .9526 20.3862 29.9585 -42.8812 0.27584 0.41031
SRF 3.54244 5.38994 3.86672 48.3047 -26.2742 24.4382 35.8826 -42.9266 0.27677 0.42112
XJ 2.87841 4.17042 2.86698 43.1396 -20.2763 23.4902 31 .0309 -49.2 0.29028 0.42058
Average 2.71706 4.32424 2.44453 43.1433 -28.0671 29.3794 40.6551 -46.3572 0.28677 0.46206
Condition 5
Red X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 8.74676 5.78774 1 .67853 48.9143 53.8644 47.4351 71 .7737 41 .3684 0.53949 0.35698
DRW 8.13637 5.44951 1.76198 48.0533 52.5679 44.543 68.9019 40.276 0.53013 0.35507
FHI 7.7929 5.45955 1.75107 47.8895 47.5587 44.7626 65.3109 43.2652 0.5194 0.36388
GMJ 8.34978 5.90537 2.80897 50.332 48.1883 36.6466 60.5399 37.2526 0.48932 0.34607
HXK 8.88225 6.23834 2.24912 50.9099 49.5351 43.9541 66.2246 41 .5837 0.51136 0.35915
JEG 8.26943 6.12236 2.37551 50.0087 43.1438 41 .7342 60.0261 44.0485 0.49319 0.36514
LAT 8.48883 6.00191 1.71478 49.9978 48.2313 48.5545 68.4383 45.1913 0.52382 0.37036
MDF 7.93306 5.58448 1 .75275 47.9297 46.7161 44.8354 64.7503 43.8232 0.51951 0.36571
PAS 8.79102 5.81871 1.71778 49.1985 54.7835 47.4687 72.488 40.9082 0.53842 0.35637
QS 7.83321 5.24488 1.61659 46.7575 51.7245 44.672 68.3448 40.8156 0.53306 0.35692
SAH 8.64888 6.20393 1.86961 51.1577 46.5961 48.3011 67.1133 46.0293 0.5172 0.37099
SJP 9.36032 6.89845 4.27174 54.0136 46.0094 31.1031 55.5362 34.0593 0.45592 0.33601
SQ 9.52013 6.70268 3.16974 53.3133 50.9029 38.4731 63.8067 37.0825 0.49092 0.34563
SRF 8.93658 6.30517 3.00851 51 .7558 49.5028 37.3247 61.9973 37.016 0.48967 0.34548
XJ 7.63528 5.58896 2.85084 49.2021 43.758 34.0905 55.47 37.921 0.47498 0.34768
Average 8.48832 5.95414 2.3065 49.9622 48.8722 42.2599 64.7148 40.7094 0.50843 0.3561
Condition 5
LGray X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 23.7791 26.6358 40.4416 91.9756 0.27764 -0.08612 0.29069 -17.2339 0.26172 0.29316
DRW 24.3717 27.2447 41.4061 93.5259 1 .67254 0.09726 1 .67537 3.3282 0.262 0.29288
FHI 24.8321 27.8518 42.2213 93.9837 1.15715 0.71252 1 .35892 31.6227 0.26165 0.29347
GMJ 23.033 25.828 38.7732 92.477 0.99282 0.59676 1.15837 31.0092 0.26283 0.29472
HXK 24.0653 26.815 41.3456 92.7911 2.19001 -0.88855 2.3634 -22.0837 0.26094 0.29075
JEG 23.5445 26.4526 39.8841 91.5105 1.00104 0.80791 1 .28639 38.906 0.26195 0.29431
LAT 26.0164 29.151 44.102 95.768 1.51389 0.1448 1 .5208 5.46342 0.26208 0.29366
MDF 23.9293 26.8148 40.5888 91.8532 0.76183 -0.42395 0.87185 -29.0955 0.262 0.29359
PAS 23.8829 26.7296 40.6355 92.3826 1 .40757 0.43974 1 .47466 17.3493 0.26174 0.29293
QS 23.3514 25.8827 38.8343 90.8457 3.21643 0.90576 3.34153 15.7274 0.26515 0.29389
SAH 23.3903 26.0735 39.0005 92.3778 1 .07828 1 .07786 1 .52462 44.9889 0.2644 0.29473
SJP 25.369 28.5105 42.5899 96.3569 0.60833 0.8522 1 .04705 54.4793 0.26297 0.29554
SQ 20.6465 23.0923 34.8229 88.6862 1 .37482 0.35504 1.41992 14.4801 0.26281 0.29394
SRF 27.3926 30.226 47.8482 98.2461 3.70989 -2.9404 4.73384 -38.3998 0.25973 0.28659
XJ 22.4226 25.0945 37.5914 91.5667 1 .47753 0.41234 1 .53399 15.5932 0.26346 0.29485
Average 24.0018 26.8269 40.6724 92.9565 1.49599 0.13754 1.70676 11.0756 0.26236 0.29327
Condition 5
M Gray X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h'ab X y
AXA 10.7087 12.0221 17.6517 66.8255 -0.05436 1.52132 1 .52229 -87.9537 0.26518 0.29771
DRW 15.6982 17.6747 26.1321 78.8142 0.4715 1.5771 1 .64607 73.3551 0.26381 0.29703
FHI 17.2413 19.3589 28.8445 81.425 0.87353 1.59111 1.81513 61.233 0.26345 0.29581
GMJ 13.7665 15.4403 22.9015 75.3817 0.8088 1.13219 1.39141 54.4593 0.26419 0.29631
HXK 13.7566 15.178 23.4856 73.9923 3.09479 -0.91895 3.22834 -16.5379 0.26243 0.28954
JEG 14.2975 16.0935 23.7046 75.0985 0.60323 1 .89806 1.99161 72.3689 0.2643 0.2975
LAT 14.5054 16.0215 23.3223 75.5519 3.13858 2.13181 3.79411 34.1854 0.26937 0.29753
MDF 12.2854 13.751 20.3053 70.3282 0.7528 0.88713 1.16349 49.6827 0.2651 0.29673
PAS 14.4783 16.258 24.1093 75.83 0.75285 1 .67607 1 .83739 65.8116 0.26398 0.29643
QS 14.5859 16.037 23.3458 75.0881 3.80767 2.3381 4.46823 31 .552 0.27027 0.29715
SAH 15.2345 17.0099 25.1587 77.9956 0.71435 1 .53748 1 .69533 65.0792 0.26539 0.29632
SJP 17.3155 19.4516 28.9246 82.9122 0.59459 1 .00936 1.17147 59.4987 0.26359 0.2961
SQ 14.7994 16.56 24.5773 77.703 1.17012 1.17227 1 .65632 45.0524 0.26457 0.29605
SRF 13.2903 14.7907 21.618 74.028 1.81234 1.8184 2.56733 45.0956 0.26742 0.29761
XJ 10.5239 1 1 .774 17.3055 67.5847 1.18813 1.22815 1 .7088 45.9487 0.26573 0.2973
Average 14.1658 15.8281 23.4258 75.2373 1.31526 1.37331 2.11049 39.9221 0.26525 0.29634
Condition 5
DGray X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 4.31643 4.82906 6.71754 45.1117 0.26477 2.98252 2.99425 84.927 0.27211 0.30442
DRW 5.69665 6.39147 8.99796 51 .5496 0.6767 2.99204 3.06761 77.256 0.27016 0.30311
FHI 5.93997 6.65834 9.48795 52.2599 0.77678 2.83561 2.94008 74.6803 0.26894 0.30147
GMJ 4.63097 5.17531 7.26548 47.4775 0.89193 2.75995 2.90049 72.0907 0.27127 0.30315
HXK 5.20021 5.64347 8.33613 48.7117 3.77868 1 .06328 3.92543 15.716 0.27113 0.29424
JEG 4.7291 5.28713 7.4066 46.8591 1.03116 3.08492 3.25269 71.5173 0.27143 0.30346
LAT 4.39755 4.84059 6.46199 45.4326 2.41044 4.40281 5.01945 61 .3003 0.2801 0.30832
MDF 3.44143 3.83848 5.22399 40.4193 0.77728 3.174 3.26779 76.2397 0.27523 0.30698
PAS 4.72763 5.28312 7.38879 47.1333 0.95806 3.23424 3.37316 73.4994 0.27171 0.30364
QS 7.08749 7.82344 10.9606 55.7056 2.58701 3.38675 4.26177 52.6252 0.27395 0.3024
SAH 6.59912 7.33493 10.3867 55.0132 1 .00206 2.90855 3.07633 70.99 0.27134 0.30159
SJP 4.92274 5.50832 7.74541 48.9538 0.7583 2.71881 2.82258 74.4157 0.27083 0.30305
SQ 5.59103 6.26767 8.83276 51.7801 0.6668 2.83288 2.9103 76.755 0.27021 0.30291
SRF 5.51969 6.17757 8.74479 51.2956 0.80789 2.57561 2.69935 72.585 0.27002 0.3022
XJ 5.36304 6.00373 8.45945 50.7767 0.89142 2.57653 2.72638 70.9155 0.2705 0.30282
Average 5.21087 5.80417 8.16108 49.232 1.21862 2.9019 3.28251 68.3675 0.27193 0.30292
Condition 6
D Brown X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 0.968 0.81206 0.56532 18.0355 14.9267 13.5108 20.1332 42.1496 0.41273 0.34624
DRW 0.99367 0.83592 0.61948 18.5661 15.4815 12.8168 20.0985 39.6206 0.40573 0.34132
FHI 1 .44041 1.33271 0.89469 24.3258 1 1 .5629 17.0691 20.6169 55.8855 0.39272 0.36335
GMJ 1 .54522 1 .53688 1 .92929 26.6634 7.90778 4.6199 9.15841 30.2944 0.30834 0.30668
HXK 1.11753 0.92766 0.72272 19.6869 16.5965 12.4496 20.747 36.8747 0.40374 0.33515
JEG 0.94372 0.82322 0.70782 17.984 12.9055 10.0903 16.3819 38.0204 0.38134 0.33265
LAT 1 .07053 0.94656 0.57896 20.0293 13.1333 16.4314 21.0351 51 .3654 0.41237 0.36462
MDF 1 .29848 1.15926 0.62582 22.3065 13.5207 19.3921 23.6403 55.1148 0.4211 0.37595
PAS 1 .25672 0.99934 0.59615 20.9303 18.7755 17.2856 25.5208 42.6342 0.44061 0.35037
QS 1.11424 0.95397 0.59526 19.9998 14.9718 16.1773 22.0422 47.2163 0.41834 0.35817
SAH 1 .72307 1 .54504 0.84529 26.1357 14.1044 21.0995 25.3796 56.2384 0.41889 0.37561
SJP 1.91401 1.88715 2.44316 29.77 8.87627 4.40326 9.90843 26.3847 0.30652 0.30222
SQ 1 .56228 1 .63861 2.10668 27.6308 4.62666 4.26651 6.29358 42.681 0.29435 0.30873
SRF 1 .73449 1.70914 2.02496 28.2446 8.89696 6.11003 10.793 34.4795 0.31717 0.31254
XJ 1 .65656 1.65176 1 .9362 27.7762 7.92 6.3454 10.1484 38.7013 0.31587 0.31495
Average 1.35593 1 .25062 1.14612 23.2057 12.2804 12.1378 17.4598 42.5107 0.37665 0.33924
Condition 6
M Brown X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 4.87299 4.73297 1.41703 45.2512 12.9983 44.2449 46.1147 73.6282 0.44208 0.42937
DRW 4.66745 4.71812 2.03296 45.544 10.1733 36.5931 37.9809 74.4634 0.40876 0.4132
FHI 5.38856 5.22773 2.34883 47.5979 13.6515 37.2847 39.7053 69.8902 0.41562 0.40322
GMJ 5.07421 5.15585 2.71389 47.8669 9.79991 32.873 34.3027 73.3999 0.39201 0.39832
HXK 5.1246 4.80651 2.9225 45.7526 16.9552 28.2781 32.9717 59.0536 0.39869 0.37394
JEG 4.17173 4.32863 2.18642 43.0953 6.8651 31.2507 31.9959 77.6102 0.39036 0.40505
LAT 4.16398 3.95162 1 .00982 42.0137 14.8279 45.0274 47.406 71 .7729 0.45631 0.43303
MDF 5.19342 5.19486 2.39586 47.1544 1 1 .3388 35.9036 37.6516 72.4732 0.40624 0.40635
PAS 3.51092 3.53176 1 .36036 40.2526 8.16843 35.9166 36.8337 77.1873 0.41782 0.4203
QS 4.59761 4.48035 2.00721 44.2874 13.0387 35.127 37.4688 69.6357 0.41475 0.40418
SAH 5.0626 5.10581 1.60134 46.7612 9.80559 44.4258 45.495 77.5533 0.43014 0.43381
SJP 4.96908 5.08395 4.39198 47.6864 8.83537 19.2057 21.1405 65.2957 0.344 0.35195
SQ 4.53503 4.68631 2.7446 45.9315 7.92819 29.2786 30.333 74.8485 0.379 0.39164
SRF 4.45797 4.29513 3.10139 44.1534 14.1378 22.8241 26.8481 58.225 0.37606 0.36232
XJ 3.62156 3.4742 2.15722 40.0885 13.4129 25.0373 28.4038 61.8213 0.39139 0.37547
Average 4.62745 4.58492 2.29276 44.8958 11.4625 33.5514 35.6435 70.4572 0.40421 0.40014
Condition 6
L Brown X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 14.0391 15.6332 9.32945 75.2191 0.98139 42.2696 42.281 88.67 0.35996 0.40083
DRW 16.0763 17.2976 13.3672 78.8981 6.94089 33.3819 34.0959 78.2542 0.34394 0.37007
FHI 12.563 13.8801 10.6785 72.0648 2.00422 31.9524 32.0152 86.4108 0.33843 0.37391
GMJ 14.2198 15.8679 10.6109 76.8999 1 .50292 38.4859 38.5153 87.7637 0.34939 0.38989
HXK 14.3876 15.588 9.98841 75.4062 5.42721 39.8157 40.1839 82.2379 0.36001 0.39005
JEG 15.4055 17.457 12.9713 78.0646 -1.1217 34.305 34.3233 -88.127 0.33612 0.38088
LAT 16.1133 17.4856 10.1337 79.2429 5.33518 45.5871 45.8982 83.3249 0.36845 0.39983
MDF 16.669 18.6012 13.4594 80.6183 1.81268 36.8423 36.8868 87.1833 0.34207 0.38172
PAS 12.1041 14.9621 9.71753 75.0213 -13.703 39.3172 41.6367 -70.785 0.32906 0.40676
QS 15.2009 16.6983 1 1 .0203 77.4716 3.65391 39.7554 39.923 84.7487 0.35417 0.38906
SAH 15.7453 17.9817 12.7109 79.4875 -2.3932 37.3993 37.4758 -86.339 0.33906 0.38722
SJP 12.0881 14.0036 10.8824 73.2743 -3.7278 31 .3255 31 .5466 -83.214 0.32693 0.37874
SQ 13.0899 13.9808 1 1 .9383 73.1551 7.07935 27.2064 28.1124 75.4146 0.33556 0.3584
SRF 14.7627 15.8531 10.4835 76.9622 6.84321 38.8837 39.4813 80.0186 0.3592 0.38573
XJ 11.5118 12.378 8.61258 69.6655 5.94202 34.0065 34.5217 80.0887 0.35418 0.38083
Average 14.2651 15.8446 11.0603 76.0968 1.77183 36.7023 37.1265 39.0434 0.34644 0.38493
Condition 6
Blue X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 3.55495 2.80928 14.2767 35.4756 27.4926 -43.776 51.6934 -57.87 0.17223 0.1361
DRW 4.05159 3.40871 16.2249 39.2237 24.7252 -43.71 1 50.219 -60.505 0.17106 0.14392
FHI 4.32784 3.32884 17.481 38.7145 31 .6639 -46.955 56.6333 -56.006 0.17217 0.13242
GMJ 4.31796 3.83913 14.7406 41 .8877 20.6408 -35.972 41 .4728 -60.152 0.18858 0.16766
HXK 3.38178 3.01795 12.61 36.8789 18.5726 -36.126 40.6203 -62.792 0.1779 0.15876
JEG 3.48714 3.19667 13.586 37.4157 16.1744 -37.768 41.0861 -66.817 0.17204 0.15771
LAT 3.6602 2.77592 16.0679 35.5713 31 .4522 -49.41 1 58.5719 -57.521 0.16265 0.12335
MDF 3.93128 3.09678 16.3147 37.1515 29.3223 -46.693 55.1367 -57.872 0.16842 0.13267
PAS 4.38681 2.99806 19.5721 37.263 40.3707 -56.702 69.6051 -54.55 0.16273 0.11122
QS 3.21152 2.86718 12.7511 35.9526 18.2025 -37.878 42.0248 -64.333 0.17056 0.15227
SAH 4.69302 4.0271 17.9548 41 .9874 23.3877 -42.782 48.757 -61.336 0.17593 0.15097
SJP 3.12101 2.57287 10.0258 34.7519 23.8971 -31.788 39.7684 -53.065 0.19854 0.16367
SQ 2.97312 2.19551 1 1 .5536 32.1002 31 .4593 -42.204 52.6391 -53.299 0.17779 0.13129
SRF 4.45625 3.5949 17.8656 40.6888 29.0363 -47.263 55.4697 -58.435 0.17194 0.13871
XJ 3.13289 2.86037 10.9575 36.569 16.5472 -32.558 36.5219 -63.059 0.18482 0.16875
Average 3.77916 3.10595 14.7988 37.4421 25.5296 -42.106 49.348 -59.174 0.17516 0.14463
Condition 6
Green X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 2.04544 3.64744 1.64318 40.1564 -34.644 32.3562 47.4038 -43.044 0.27882 0.49719
DRW 2.02943 3.30207 2.1511 38.6417 -26.849 23.3713 35.5959 -41.039 0.27122 0.4413
FHI 1 .87522 3.4937 1 .77667 39.6032 -37.249 29.9313 47.7844 -38.784 0.26243 0.48893
GMJ 2.27198 3.53292 2.20261 40.3058 -24.597 25.0286 35.0916 -45.499 0.28373 0.4412
HXK 2.13206 3.6137 2.25762 40.1517 -30.668 25.0679 39.6097 -39.262 0.2664 0.45152
JEG 2.14262 3.69483 2.16623 40.0576 -32.14 26.2313 41 .4857 -39.22 0.2677 0.46164
LAT 1 .57975 3.04991 1 .00792 37.2151 -37.617 36.7884 52.616 -44.362 0.28022 0.541
MDF 1 .99909 3.53901 1 .09735 39.5699 -33.258 39.5522 51 .6763 -49.941 0.30127 0.53335
PAS 2.39406 4.47875 1 .45559 44.8879 -41 .843 42.5155 59.652 -45.457 0.28746 0.53777
QS 1 .42385 2.72046 0.90715 35.0508 -35.413 35.2078 49.9367 -44.834 0.28187 0.53855
SAH 2.01774 3.58576 1.12057 39.7866 -34.16 39.5565 52.2652 -49.187 0.30008 0.53327
SJP 2.74462 4.16398 4.01222 43.5866 -24.359 14.8275 28.5171 -31.329 0.25132 0.38129
SQ 2.52346 4.24709 2.55838 43.9329 -32.246 27.6267 42.4621 -40.588 0.2705 0.45526
SRF 2.19865 3.44603 2.78261 39.8953 -24.903 18.3546 30.9366 -36.391 0.2609 0.40891
XJ 2.00979 3.27029 2.13294 38.969 -27.24 23.377 35.896 -40.635 0.27112 0.44115
Average 2.09252 3.58573 1.95148 40.1207 -31.812 29.3195 43.3953 -41 .971 0.27567 0.47682
Cond tion 6
Red X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 8.33874 5.51255 1.12453 48.4447 53.5557 54.3021 76.2688 45.3965 0.55681 0.3681
DRW 7.45982 4.84587 1.62016 46.0945 54.4021 42.6077 69.1014 38.068 0.53568 0.34798
FHI 7.86643 5.19711 1.42196 47.4735 52.867 48.2182 71.5536 42.3668 0.54306 0.35878
GMJ 7.82648 5.4406 2.87628 49.0216 49.1252 33.3531 59.3777 34.1742 0.48481 0.33702
HXK 8.17838 5.42023 2.13165 48.2764 53.8154 40.436 67.314 36.9206 0.51991 0.34457
JEG 8.20578 5.6689 1 .67249 48.655 49.0697 46.872 67.8588 43.6878 0.5278 0.36463
LAT 8.80557 5.49815 1.11023 48.7656 60.8363 54.9029 81.9475 42.0653 0.57127 0.3567
MDF 7.63496 5.19999 1.12118 47.1751 50.1143 52.2604 72.4058 46.2009 0.54707 0.3726
PAS 7.22929 4.63725 1.38413 45.5979 53.354 44.7788 69.6548 40.006 0.54558 0.34996
QS 7.09038 4.47381 0.97856 44.258 55.559 49.7315 74.5656 41.8321 0.5653 0.35669
SAH 8.57954 6.77332 1.95 52.961 36.9726 50.7863 62.819 53.9452 0.49585 0.39146
SJP 7.66183 5.723 4.06454 50.2502 41.781 25.936 49.1765 31.8304 0.43909 0.32798
SQ 7.94963 5.41303 2.42025 48.9803 51 .3409 37.7168 63.706 36.3023 0.50369 0.34297
SRF 9.71399 6.50632 2.7657 53.0844 56.6956 41 .2529 70.1156 36.0404 0.51164 0.34269
XJ 6.81527 4.79846 2.18543 46.463 45.8023 35.7168 58.0822 37.9472 0.49389 0.34774
Average 7.95707 5.40724 1.92181 48.3668 51.0194 43.9248 67.5965 40.4523 0.52276 0.35399
Condition 6
LGray X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 23.2761 26.0831 39.8034 92.1907 0.18092 0.01084 0.18125 3.42872 0.26105 0.29253
DRW 23.5469 26.3847 40.1899 93.2396 1 .55767 0.37428 1.602 13.5109 0.26128 0.29277
FHI 24.2612 27.2198 41.2342 94.2301 0.06803 1 .97238 1 .97355 88.0245 0.26167 0.29359
GMJ 19.7282 22.0475 33.6995 87.6641 1 .45454 -0.1366 1 .46094 -5.3639 0.26139 0.29212
HXK 22.5706 25.1121 39.1946 91.1535 2.23467 -1.027 2.45937 -24.683 0.2598 0.28905
JEG 23.6465 26.5722 40.2575 92.2045 0.00837 0.03251 0.03357 75.5586 0.26136 0.29369
LAT 24.6954 27.6089 42.4618 94.9061 1 .42847 -0.0256 1 .4287 -1 .0252 0.26059 0.29134
MDF 22.845 25.5868 38.8424 91.4527 1 .44738 0.54743 1 .54744 20.7177 0.26176 0.29318
PAS 25.0196 28.0355 42.7777 96.2143 -1 .3668 0.71128 1 .54082 -27.492 0.26108 0.29255
QS 22.8904 25.5079 38.3145 91.65 1 .97845 1.68822 2.60083 40.4743 0.26398 0.29417
SAH 23.3612 26.1606 39.9719 92.198 0.33205 0.14067 0.36061 22.9591 0.26104 0.29232
SJP 23.6127 26.5228 40.034 94.4551 0.26521 1.18666 1.21594 77.4021 0.26187 0.29414
SQ 22.2299 24.8444 37.7027 91 .9886 1 .46338 0.57837 1 .57353 21.5653 0.26222 0.29306
SRF 22.9002 25.3728 39.3198 92.7405 3.06119 -1.1299 3.26306 -20.259 0.26144 0.28967
XJ 18.9849 21.2857 32.1442 86.6326 0.89301 0.59733 1 .07437 33.7785 0.26217 0.29394
Average 22.9046 25.623 39.0632 92.1947 1.00043 0.36806 1 .48773 21 .2398 0.26151 0.29254
Condition 6
M Gray X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 1 1 .0936 12.3951 18.6498 68.4281 0.49621 0.6924 0.85185 54.3724 0.26326 0.29415
DRW 13.5107 15.127 22.8073 74.75 1 .39738 0.84248 1.6317 31 .0858 0.26262 0.29404
FHI 17.3907 19.5276 29.438 82.6782 -0.0557 2.03841 2.03917 -88.433 0.26208 0.29428
GMJ 1 1 .2761 12.6346 18.9509 70.1052 0.88515 0.81809 1.20531 42.7454 0.26308 0.29478
HXK 12.4661 13.6355 21.2659 71.4183 3.97981 -0.7994 4.0593 -11.357 0.26318 0.28787
JEG 11.8718 13.3086 19.9788 69.9303 0.3044 0.47776 0.56649 57.4975 0.26289 0.2947
LAT 12.6577 14.1244 21.4163 72.7011 1 .38288 0.70262 1.55113 26.9343 0.26262 0.29305
MDF 10.5635 1 1 .8285 17.7181 67.0849 1.14752 1 .05792 1 .56077 42.6735 0.26336 0.2949
PAS 15.4736 17.3389 26.1405 79.6061 -1.165 1.26219 1.71766 -47.293 0.26247 0.29411
QS 12.7267 14.0035 20.7436 72.1457 3.23452 2.07912 3.8451 1 32.7325 0.26808 0.29497
SAH 16.8941 18.9432 28.6943 81.1601 0.11643 0.60931 0.62033 79.1821 0.2618 0.29355
SJP 12.0917 13.5461 20.3058 72.2912 0.54782 1 .29686 1 .40782 67.1 0.26319 0.29484
SQ 14.1092 15.8213 23.5997 76.9072 0.81268 1.41165 1 .62887 60.0711 0.26357 0.29556
SRF 1 1 .3247 12.6653 18.958 70.2595 1 .26458 0.82384 1 .50926 33.0832 0.26368 0.2949
XJ 9.55571 10.6469 15.9977 65.4699 1 .44407 0.70829 1 .60842 26.1271 0.26397 0.29411
Average 12.8671 14.3698 21.6443 72.9957 1.05285 0.93477 1.72021 .27.10140.26332 0.29399
Cond tion 6
DGray X Y Z
L* a* b*
C*ab h*ab X y
AXA 5.47847 6.11301 9.00625 50.7045 0.52108 1 .34669 1 .44399 68.8467 0.26597 0.29678
DRW 4.90363 5.47279 8.01767 48.6644 1 .29305 1 .65758 2.10227 52.0429 0.26659 0.29753
FHI 6.58389 7.37571 10.9366 55.3301 0.19786 2.14144 2.15056 84.721 1 0.26445 0.29626
GMJ 4.4855 4.99891 7.33967 47.2122 1.14026 1 .36892 1.78161 50.2069 0.26661 0.29713
HXK 4.27643 4.59083 7.27563 44.8148 4.42643 -1.1212 4.56622 -14.214 0.26491 0.28439
JEG 5.56289 6.205 9.14561 50.6321 0.71583 1 .0686 1 .2862 56.1828 0.266 0.2967
LAT 3.93878 4.30042 6.60211 43.6728 2.81281 0.04768 2.81321 0.97107 0.26539 0.28976
MDF 3.499 3.87913 5.62744 41 .2959 1.6166 1 .77095 2.39785 47.6088 0.26904 0.29827
PAS 6.11553 6.8314 10.0936 54.0888 -0.541 1 .72863 1.81131 -72.622 0.26542 0.2965
QS 4.66662 5.15888 7.43406 47.1889 1 .89068 2.47362 3.11343 52.608 0.27038 0.2989
SAH 6.98022 7.78258 1 1 .4855 56.2289 0.67625 1 .52605 1.66917 66.1001 0.26593 0.2965
SJP 5.2703 5.88238 8.67404 50.8596 0.77114 1 .60644 1.78194 64.3574 0.26582 0.29669
SQ 5.89188 6.57903 9.61959 53.3461 1.0281 1 .83954 2.10735 60.7997 0.26672 0.29782
SRF 3.09482 3.42896 4.97535 39.8028 1.57135 1 .52033 2.18645 44.0547 0.26913 0.29819
XJ 4.35827 4.84864 7.09276 46.68 1 .2477 1.50112 1.95195 50.2673 0.26738 0.29747
Average 5.00708 5.56318 8.22172 48.7015 1.29121 1 .36509 2.2109 40.7955 0.26665 0.29593
